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ABSTRACT

Predicting the performance and dependability of modern computer and communication

systems has become increasingly difficult due to the complexity of such systems. In order to

obtain accurate measures of a system’s performance and dependability, it is often necessary

to have detailed models of the system’s components, which vary in nature (e.g., hardware,

software, networks, and operating system). Therefore, in order to model modern computer and

communication systems accurately, tools are needed to model each subsystem to an appropriate

level of detail. This can be done by building a tool that allows a modeler to specify different

parts of a system in different modeling formalisms. Modelers could then develop and use the

modeling formalisms that best suit each particular subsystem. Such a modeling tool would also

need to support ways of composing these subsystem specifications into a single model of the

system and solving the model for the desired measures.

This thesis proposes a software framework for a modeling tool that supports model spec-

ification using a variety of modeling formalisms. This proposed software framework allows

models expressed in different modeling formalisms to communicate with other models and

solvers through an abstract functional interface. This thesis will define this abstract functional

interface and show how it can be used to support multiple modeling formalisms. This thesis

also shows how a high-level stochastic modeling formalism (stochastic activity networks) can

be implemented in the proposed software framework.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Modeling Systems for Performance and Dependability

Over the past decade, many advances in software tools used for modeling the performance

and dependability of computer systems have made it possible for engineers to model large-

scale systems with a reasonable amount of computer resources. Nevertheless, the complexity

of the systems being modeled by these tools has also increased to such a level that the salient

features of a system often cannot be accurately represented in a single model. For example,

modern computer system designs often contain many distinct parts and levels of complexity

(e.g., operating system, hardware, computer network, and software). Each of these model parts

can have an important impact on both performance and dependability. Thus, to model large

systems to the appropriate level of detail, we will need software tools that enable a modeler to

represent each system component accurately with a reasonable amount of detail.

Different tools approach model specification in different ways. For instance, tools used for

performance analysis require inputs that include information about system throughput, laten-

cies, and competition for system resources, whereas modeling tools geared toward dependabil-

ity would most likely require the modeler to define system components in terms of failure rates.

Thus we see that there are many different ways to approach model specification. We often use

the termmodeling formalismsto refer to these different approaches to model specification. A

modeling formalismis thus a language for expressing a model [1]. Such languages contain

rules and constructs that define how models expressed in the formalism operate.
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1.2 Motivation

Sanders [2] classifies current stochastic modeling tools into several broad categories: single-

formalism tools, software environments that incorporate multiple tools, and integrated model-

ing environments. Many single-formalism tools use either a queuing network or stochastic

Petri net formalism. Some of the more popular tools based upon queuing networks include

DyQN-Tool [3], LQNS [4], QNAP2 [5], RESQ [6], and RESQME [7]. Tools based upon

queuing networks are usually geared towards building performance models. Many extensions

have been added to queuing networks to make them more versatile for modeling systems with

complex interactions. There are also many tools based upon stochastic Petri nets; see [8] for a

comprehensive listing. One of the most important of these tools for our own research has been

UltraSAN[9], which is based upon stochastic activity networks.

Modeling tools in the second category, software environments, aim to combine two or

more pre-existing modeling tools into a single, cohesive environment. One can realize such

an environment through a common user interface with which a user can easily move from one

modeling tool to another. In essence, each of these software environments provides a modeling

toolbox. This approach is mentioned by Smith [10]; some implementations include IMSE

(integrated modeling support environment) [11], IDEAS (integrated design environment for

assessment of computer systems and communication networks) [12], and Freud [13].

The last category of modeling tools aims to build large models by designing a framework

that can support multiple formalisms and a variety of model solution techniques. One way to

implement this design philosophy is to connect models in different formalisms by exchanging

results. Two current tools, SHARPE [14] and SMART [15], both use this approach to build

models using two or more modeling formalisms. Another approach in this regard is to convert

models into a single universal modeling language. This is the approach taken by DEDS (Dis-

crete Event Dynamic System) [16], which uses an abstract Petri net notation as its universal

modeling language. Lastly, one may build a framework in which state, event, or results can be

shared among models expressed in different modeling formalisms. This is the approach used

by Möbius [17, 1, 18].
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The motivation for building the M¨obius tool is the observation that no single stochastic,

discrete-event formalism has shown itself to be the best for building and solving models across

different application domains. Different application domains often have different emphases

(e.g., performance, dependability, reliability, and validation). In the past, different modeling

formalisms have been developed to address the needs of specific application domains. Such

a proliferation of modeling formalisms is an indication that even within a specific application

domain, there may not be a single best modeling formalism for developing performance and

reliability models.

Determining the relative merits of one formalism over another is a subjective process. One

may ask the following questions to judge the merits of a particular formalism for a specific

model or application domain:

� Can the formalism accurately model the state of the system? If abstractions are neces-

sary to represent the system, do these abstractions oversimplify the representation, thus

making it useless?

� Can the formalism accurately model how a system changes state?

� How complicated is the model specification process?

� Given that a model is specified in a particular formalism, what types of solution methods

are available?

� What types of reward structures can the modeler define? What metrics can we solve for?

� What does the modeler find the most familiar or comfortable?

Just as we concluded that there is no single modeling formalism appropriate for all ap-

plications, we also believe that there is no single solution method that is best for all mod-

els. Simulation-based solution techniques allow for broader model specification, but are less

likely to be able to capture the effects of rare but important events. Also, solution via sim-

ulation often requires a great deal of time to ensure confidence in the model’s solutions.

Analytical/numerical-based techniques provide exact solutions for reward metrics, but have
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many model specification restrictions. For instance, many analytical/numerical solution meth-

ods are based on solving Markov or semi-Markov processes. A Markov process representation

requires that state changes be exponentially distributed. In many cases, that requirement may

not reflect the true operation of the modeled system’s operation; even if it does, the size of the

model’s state space may make analytical solution infeasible.

Given that there appears to be neither a single model formalism best for all application do-

mains nor a single, efficient, and appropriate solution method for all application domains and

formalisms, we believe that the best framework for building modeling tools is one in which

many different modeling formalisms and solution methods can be easily integrated. This

framework should allow for rapid integration of both new modeling formalisms and model

solutions. New techniques in model specification and solution are often hindered by the need

to build a complete tool in order to realize a novel concept. Ideally, model specification and

model solution can be done in a more independent fashion. Furthermore, a modeling environ-

ment that allows parts of a model to be specified in different modeling formalisms would be

advantageous, since large, complex systems are often spread over several different application

domains; a modeler can choose the best formalism for each part of a model and later combine

them together to form one large, heterogeneous model.

1.3 Introduction to M öbius Concepts

The Möbius framework [19] defines important concepts that we are using to build the

Möbius tool. One of the important contributions of the M¨obius framework is its attempt to

classify types of modeling formalisms and models. These new terms help to define the way we

approach and think about model building in the M¨obius tool.

At the most basic level, the M¨obius tool definesatomic modelsand atomic model for-

malisms. Atomic model formalismsare model formalisms for describing atomic models.Atomic

modelsare self-contained (but not always complete) models, each of which is expressed en-

tirely in a single formalism. Atomic models often encapsulate the functionality of a small part

of a large system. Thus atomic models are the building blocks for larger models.
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Since large atomic models can become unwieldy and complex, the M¨obius framework sup-

ports the concept of “composed model formalisms.”Composed model formalismsare modeling

formalisms that specify how one or more models can be structurally joined to form a single,

larger model. The result of composing models together in a composed model formalism is a

new model that we refer to as acomposed model. Composed model formalisms define the rules

for structurally joining models.

One of the most important parts of model specification is the definition of what type of

information the modeler wants from a model. This process of adding information about what a

modeler wants to solve for is called “defining a reward structure.” Here we use the termreward

structureto mean the specification of what information a model solution should provide. A

model specified with a reward structure is called asolvable model.

Structurally joining models to form composed models requires detailed knowledge of the

models’ construction. There may be times when such knowledge is not known, or when

two models are so too dissimilar that structural composition is not easy; in such cases, the

Möbius framework outlines another method of constructing larger models. Models made by

this method are calledconnected modelsand are constructed by connecting models through

sharing “solutions.” Here we take the termsolutionto mean the value of a reward measure;

the value can be a mean, variance, or distribution of a random variable or some combination

of these. The modeling formalisms that define the rules that govern the ways models can be

constructed in this form are calledconnected model formalisms. Connected models may also

yield more efficient model solutions than other model types.

1.4 Research Objectives

The object of our research is to develop a software framework that can serve as the founda-

tion for a modeling tool that facilitates the construction and solution of complex systems. This

software framework should be, in part, based upon the M¨obius framework as defined in [19]

and be realized as a set of C++ base classes. It should also be broad enough to allow for multi-

ple formalism implementations as well as provide the basic constructs for structurally joining
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multiple models together. We shall also explore what type of model information is essential in

communication between heterogeneous models and between models and solvers.

The framework must not only be able to support many different modeling formalisms, but

also be reasonably efficient in both execution time and system resources. In implementing the

software framework, we will explore various ways to optimize the base class code.

More specifically, this thesis will define and specify an interface for implementing multiple

atomic and composed model formalisms. Such an interface must allow atomic and composed

models to communicate information in a generic way to facilitate structural model composi-

tion. In particular, the interface should provide a general way of sharing a portion of model

state between multiple atomic models. This interface for atomic and composed models must

also provide all the necessary information for both simulation-based and analytical/numerical

solvers.

In addition, we will look into the issues of extensibility and ease of integration. A successful

software framework is not successful unless it is reasonably easy to integrate new formalisms

and solution techniques into it. One of the easiest ways to do this is to reduce the number of

interactions between models and the software framework. The software framework should also

provide as much functionality as possible to make integration easy.

The next chapter will present a brief overview of the M¨obius framework, followed by a

detailed definition of the M¨obius abstract functional interface. The introduction to the M¨obius

framework is intended to provide background for the abstract functional interface; we encour-

age the reader to consult [19] for a thorough understanding of M¨obius framework concepts.

We will first define the abstract functional interface in terms of entities, set-theoretic functions,

and entity-specific attributes. These will serve as a basis for our implementation of the abstract

functional interface, which is outlined in Chapter 3. We specify the abstract functional interface

implementation in terms of C++ classes, methods, and data structures—all of which represent

actual code used to implemented the M¨obius tool. Chapter 4 specifies how we implement a

particular atomic model formalism (stochastic activity networks) within the abstract functional

interface specified in the previous chapter. Finally, Chapter 5 reviews our conclusions and cites

areas for future work.
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CHAPTER 2

THE M ÖBIUS ABSTRACT MODEL
SPECIFICATION

2.1 Introduction

Möbius is a stochastic, discrete-event, modeling tool that we built around the M¨obius mod-

eling framework as defined by Deavours [19]. The M¨obius framework is a precise mathemat-

ical specification of models, modeling formalisms, reward metrics, and model construction.

The main focus of this thesis is on how the M¨obius framework can be used to build an ex-

tensible modeling tool via an “abstract functional interface.” The M¨obius tool addresses the

issues of allowing multiple formalisms and solution methods within a single tool by requiring

all models to communicate information to other models and solvers through the abstract func-

tional interface. Theabstract functional interfaceis a set of methods defined on a set of base

classes that all models must implement in order to work within the M¨obius tool. The abstract

functional interface is the mechanism by which we implemented the concept of heterogeneous

modeling in the M¨obius tool. This thesis defines this abstract functional interface and thus

the mechanism by which all models communicate with each other in the M¨obius tool. This

interface defines the set of operations necessary for implementing any new formalism or solver

within the Möbius tool.

In addition to making the tool extensible, the abstract functional interface has the added

benefit of providing a means for data encapsulation. In short, this means that formalism im-

plementors are free to implement the abstract functional interface in the most efficient manner

using whatever data structures and algorithms they deem appropriate. One important benefit of
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the abstract functional interface and data encapsulation is that formalism implementors decide

how they want to store and change model state in their formalisms.

The abstract functional interface is not the only way to implement a tool that is capable

of building heterogeneous models. For instance, another possible method for implementing a

heterogeneous modeling environment would be to translate all models to a universal represen-

tation. We decided not to pursue this implementation, because the translation process would

undoubtedly remove formalism-specific knowledge of the model. Ideally, we would like to

maintain as much formalism-specific knowledge as possible. Such knowledge could later be

exploited by specialized solvers. For instance, if we translate a product-form queuing network

model to another universal modeling language, we would lose our ability to use specialized

queuing network solution techniques like mean-value analysis [20].

The abstract functional interface mainly acts as a communication interface between models

and solvers. Solvers built in the M¨obius tool communicate with models by calling methods in

the abstract functional interface. These methods return generic information about the model

and change the model’s state. Methods that return generic information about the model can

also be used to communicate information between models specified in different modeling for-

malisms. Therefore, the abstract modeling framework facilitates the construction of heteroge-

neous models. This feature is of particular interest when modeling large systems, whose scope

may encompass many different application domains.

This chapter describes how we built the M¨obius modeling tool using the ideas defined in

the Möbius framework and implemented them by means of the M¨obius abstract functional

interface. The M¨obius framework outlines some general ideas about how extensible models

can be constructed, but does not specify any particular implementation of those ideas. The

abstract functional interface design represents a plan for implementing some of the ideas in

the Möbius framework in a software framework. Before we describe the abstract functional

interface in detail, we must first review the key concepts that define the M¨obius framework,

because our description of the abstract functional interface uses terminology adapted from the

Möbius framework.
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2.2 Definition of Symbols

We will use many symbols to define concepts used in the M¨obius framework and our im-

plementation of the M¨obius tool. The meanings of those symbols are listed in Table 2.1; many

of the listed definitions include terms that will be defined in later sections.

Table 2.1 Definition of symbols

2T The power set ofT (the set of all possible subsets)
S The set of all state variables in a model
A The set of all actions
G The set of all groups
Z The set of all integers
Z+ The set of all positive integers
<> The set of all positive real numbers
	 The set of all reachable model states
 A specific model state
� The set of all model states with respect to state variables
� A model state with respect to state variables
� A model state with respect to actions
 A model state with respect to groups
��;� The set of all possible next states from�
�a% The subset of model states for whicha’s reactivation predicate is true
�a� The set of states in whicha is enabled
A�;� The set of all enabled actions in�
g:M The set of members for a particular groupg
g:M�;� The subset ofg:M that have the highest rank for state�
� The length of time an action is enabled before being interrupted
� An action’s sampled time-to-completion
t A particular state variable type
T The set of all permissible state variable types in the abstract functional interface

We use boldface type to denote functions that operate on sets of M¨obius entities. Typewriter

type is used to denote implementations of functions and methods in a programming language.

If an action or set of actions has the subscript�, it means that all the actions in question are

enabled. If an action or a group has the subscript�, it means that the action has the highest-rank

value in the current model state.
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2.3 Overview of the Möbius Framework

The Möbius framework defines all models in terms of basic entities. Theseentitiesare

“state variables,” “actions,” and “groups.” These three entities (which we define later) are

the building blocks for all models, including atomic, composed, and connected models. Each

entity contains a portion of the model state and defines a set of functions.

A state variableis the Möbius entity used for storing system state. State variables have

two functions defined on them:type andvalue. Thetype function maps the state variable to a

specific set of possible “values.” The set of all possible types is defined in Table 2.2, in which

Z refers to the set of integers,< refers to the set of all real numbers, andS is a reference to

a state variable. Thevalue function corresponds to the “state of the state variable.” The value

function returns an element from the state variable’s value domain, which is defined by the

state variable’s type. State variables are the primary means of storing the state of a system. The

state of all the state variables in the model is denoted as�.

Table 2.2 Rules for constructing all state variable types in the M¨obius framework
Z 2 T .
< 2 T
S 2 T .
If t 2 T , then2t � T .
If t 2 T , then2t 2 T .
If t1; t2 : : : ; tn 2 T , thent1 � t2 � : : :� tn 2 T .

Actionsare the fundamental M¨obius entities used to change the values of state variables and

thus the state of a model. Actions are the only entities in the M¨obius framework that can change

the values of state variables. Petri net transitions, SAN activities, and queuing network servers

are all different realizations, in specific formalisms, of the abstract action entity. Since actions

must be generic to all modeling formalisms, there are no restrictions on how an action can

change the state of a model’s state variables. The formalism and the specific model definition

define the way an action changes state.
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Each action is uniquely defined by its set of action functions (see Table 2.3). Some of these

functions are “predicates.” In this context, apredicateis a Boolean function expressed in terms

of the state of a model’s state variables. These action functions provide all the information nec-

essary to specify an action’s enabling conditions, its state-dependent “firing” time distribution,

and the state change function itself. Here we use the termfire to mean a specific change of a

model’s state variables defined by the action.

The exact meanings of the action functions are defined in [19], but we will briefly introduce

each action function here to help explain its purpose. TheFire function defines how a model

changes state when an action fires. TheFire function changes the value of the state variable

state. The term� is the set of all possible model states with respect to state variable values.

Each element in� is an ordered set of state variable values that corresponds to a possible state

of a model’s state variables. TheEnabled function defines the states in which the action can

fire. WorkPolicy defines how the action behaves if it becomes enabled but does not fire. If

an action can fire, then theDelay function defines a firing time distribution. In some cases,

an action that is enabled and does not fire is viewed as doing “work”; the manner in which

the action is affected by previous work is defined by theWork function. An action’sRank

function is used to define a priority-based execution policy, and itsWeight is used to define a

probabilistic execution policy.

The Möbius framework incorporates the interesting and useful concept of “action inter-

ruptions.” Interruptionsare changes to an action’s state or firing time distribution other than

the action becoming disabled. More precisely, an action’s state (�) contains a value (stored as

a natural number) called the action’s “interruption state.” The value of this interruption state

and the action functionInterFunc determine how an action is interrupted. The value of the

interrupt state is determined by another action function,InterPred . InterPred is evaluated

when the action becomes enabled or interrupted. TheInterFunc function results in one of four

interrupt actions: None (do not change the behavior of the action), Reset (action behaves as if

it has just become enabled), Age (the action saves the amount of “work” done), or ChangeIntr

(changes the interrupt state to some other value).
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Table 2.3 Action functions defined by the M¨obius framework
Function Name Function Definition

WorkPolicy �! fEnable, Ageg
Enabled �! ftrue, falseg
Delay �! (<> ! [0; 1])
Work �! (<> ! [0; 1])
InterPred �! Z
InterFunc �� Z ! fNone, Reset, Age, ChangeIntg
Rank �! Z+

Weight �! <>

Fire �! �

“Groups” are another M¨obius framework entity. Agroup is a set of actions or groups,

referred to as the group’smembers, that have a specialized execution policy. The group can

be defined so as to allow its members to compete or cooperate in a specialized way. More

specifically, a group can reduce the number of states in which a member action can fire, or

reduce the probability of a member firing. A group controls the execution policy of its members

by implementing a “selection process.” Aselection processis an algorithm for determining

which group members can fire in a given state. Groups also maintain state, much as actions

do. The group state (denoted as) contains information about what members did in past states.

More specifically, group state stores information about which members were selected in the

previous states. The M¨obius framework defines a set of functions on groups. These functions

are outlined in Table 2.4.

We will briefly introduce each of these functions (see [19] for more details). TheMem-

bers set associated with each action defines the set of actions and groups that constitute the

group’s members. TheActions* set associated with each action defines the set of group mem-

bers that are actions. In a manner similar to the action functionEnabled, the group function

Enabled defines whether there is an enabled member in the current state. TheSelectandSe-

lect* functions define how individual members are selected from the set of enabled members.

Finally,ReselPredandReselFuncdefine the process by which a group reselects another group

member.
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Table 2.4 The set of functions and sets defined on groups in the M¨obius framework
Name Definition

Members 2A[G

Actions* 2A

Enabled* �! ftrue; falseg
Select ��Members! <>

Select* �� Actions� ! [0; 1]
ReselPred �! Z
ReselFunc �� Z ! fNone;ReselReset; ReselAge; ChangeReselg

Given these three fundamental entities, the M¨obius framework defines a model. Amodelis

a collection of state variables, actions, groups, all the functions defined on them, and the names

of all the entities. Amodel statecontains state variable state, action state, and group state to

form the tuple = (�, �, ). Here� is the value of all the state variables,� is action state of

all the actions, and is the group state of all the groups for a model state .

2.4 Möbius Abstract Functional Interface

Now that we have summarized the important parts of the M¨obius framework, we will ex-

plain how these concepts were realized via an abstract functional interface. The following

subsections outline how each of the basic framework entities have been incorporated into the

abstract functional interface. In many cases, for ease of implementation we created an abstract

functional interface different from the M¨obius framework.

The following sections outline the design of the M¨obius abstract functional interface and the

motivations behind the design details. Specific details of how this abstract functional interface

was realized in software is outlined in the next chapter.

2.4.1 State variables in the M̈obius abstract functional interface

Central to both the M¨obius framework and the M¨obius tool is the concept of a “state vari-

able.” Astate variableis the basic state-storing entity in M¨obius. As in the M¨obius framework,
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we define a state variable by its type and its value. However, in the abstract functional inter-

face, we define a state variable’s type to be a fixed attribute of the state variable. We will refer

to the type of a state variables using the syntaxs:t, wheret is one of the allowable typesT

(whereT is the set of all allowable types). Thus a state variable’s type defines the set of values

that the state variable can hold. We say a state variable of typet 2 T can hold a valuev if v

is a member oft. The set of all possible types in the abstract functional interface (T ) can be

constructed using the following rules:

(1) bool, char, int, float, double, short2 T (basic type rule; see Table 2.5)

(2) if t 2 T , 2t � T (subset rule)

(3) if t1, t2, t3,..., tn 2 T , thent1 � t2 � t3 � tn 2 T (structured type rule)

Table 2.5 Definition of basic types in the abstract functional interface
State Variable Type Permissible Values

bool 0 (false) or 1 (true)
char -128 to 127
int -2147483648 to 2147483647

float 32 bit number
double 64 bit number
short -32768 to 32767

These rules allow one to create complex representations of a model’s state by creating

structured state variables. The existence of structured state variables allows for formalisms

with rich notions of state.

As in the Möbius framework, a state variable may have one or morevalue functions. In

general, a value function returns the value of a state variable in a particular model state, i.e.,

value : S ! t such thatt 2 T:

The nature and the implementation of these value functions are specific to the choice of

state type within a formalism. In the M¨obius tool, we further distinguish between the con-
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cepts of primary and secondary value functions of a state variable. Theprimary value function

(valuep(s)) defined on a state variable is the value function that is used to define “state equiva-

lence” for a state variable. Asecondary value function(values(s)) is a value function defined

on a state variable used to simplify model specification and to create “functional sharing”

among two or more state variables (defined in Section 3.1.2).

A state variable’s primary value function is a value function whose range is defined by the

state variable’s type, i.e.,

valuep(s) : S ! t such thatt 2 T andt = s:t 8s 2 S:

Because the primary value function defines state variable state equivalence, we can say

that� and�0 are inequivalent stateswith respect tos if valuep(s) j� = valuep(s) j�0 . Here,

valuep(s) j� denotes the primary value ofs in state�. We will use this notion of state variable

equivalence to define other concepts that are central to the abstract functional interface.

A secondary value function cannot be used to define an equivalence relationship. A sec-

ondary value function doesnothave to return a value in the domain ofs:t, but the type of value

returned by a secondary value function must be an element inT .

values(s) : S ! t such thatt 2 T; t is not necessarily equal tos:t:

One might define a secondary value function on a state variable to make reward specifica-

tion easier or as a means of creating a functionally shared state variable (see Section 3.1.2). All

of the secondary value functions must satisfy the following condition:

valuep(s) j� = valuep(s) j�0) values(s) j� = values(s) j�0 :

This condition simply states that if a state variables has the same primary value in states

� and�0, then all secondary values must be the same in states� and�0. The reasoning behind

this condition is that the primary value function determines whether a state variable’s value is

equivalent in two different model states. If a state variable’s value is equivalent in two different
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model states, we can say that the state variable is “unchanged” by a state transition from� to

�0. If any of the state variable value functions were different in states� and�0, that would

indicate that something has changed the state variable. Thus, imposing the previously defined

condition allows us to evaluate whether a state variable is “unchanged” in two states without

having to evaluate all the state variable functions in both states. Using the previous equation,

we know that if the primary values are the same in the two states, then all the state variable

value functions are the same in the two states.

The concept of primary and secondary value functions may be illustrated with an example.

Suppose we create a state variable to represent the state of a computer as a subset of integers

(using rules 1 and 2 defined in this section) such that the values shown in Table 2.6 correspond

to actual computer states.

Table 2.6 An example state variable
State Value Computer State

0 idle
1 working
2 dead

The primary value function would be the identity function (this is almost always true for

primary value function implementations). An example of a secondary value function would be

a functionalive that returns 0 if the state value is 2, and otherwise returns 1.

Introduction to state in the M öbius tool. State variables constitute the main building blocks

of a model’s state in the abstract functional interface. The M¨obius framework describes the

state of a model in terms of the tuple (�, �, ), which includes action state (�) and group state

(), in addition to state variable state (�). The abstract functional interface does includes a

slightly different notion of action and group state than the M¨obius framework. The implemen-

tation of the abstract functional interface is based upon assumptions on how this state will be

used by the solvers. The differences between the M¨obius framework and the abstract functional

interface on the issues of action state and group state are explained in their respective sections.
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However, the net result of these assumptions is that the abstract functional interface defines a

model’s state solely by the state variable state�. Consequently, we use the notion� to denote

all of the possible states of a model with respect to state variable.

2.4.1.1 Sharable state variables

Earlier we defined a set of models called “composed models.” These are models that one

constructs by structurally joining two or more models together. One of the simplest ways to

structurally join two models together is to share a common portion of state. For this reason, the

abstract functional interface supports state-sharing among models. We can use the concepts of

primary and secondary value functions to define how models are constructed through shared

state.

Sharing state in the abstract functional interface requires that a state variable (or a portion

of a state variable) in a model be joined to another state variable (or a portion of another

state variable) through a “sharing relationship.” Asharing relationshipis a redefinition of a

state variable’s primary value function in terms of another state variable’s value function (not

necessarily a primary value function). We say that the two state variables joined together are

members of the same “sharing set.” Asharing setis a set of state variables that share a common

state value.

There are several types of sharing relationships supported by the abstract functional in-

terface. If the primary value function of a state variable (or a portion of a state variable) is

replaced with another state variable primary value function, then the two state variables are

said to be connected through equivalence sharing. Therefore, anequivalence sharingrela-

tionship is one in which a state variable’s primary value function is replaced by another state

variable’s primary value function. A state variable whose primary value function is replaced

with a secondary value function creates afunctionally sharingrelationship.
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2.4.2 Actions in the Möbius abstract functional interface

The way we define actions in the abstract functional interface is very closely tied to the

action definition provided by the M¨obius framework. In the following sections, we define the

meanings of all the action functions for the abstract functional interface. These action function

definitions play an important part in defining the execution policy for the abstract functional

interface. Note that they are somewhat different from those used in the M¨obius framework;

thus, the execution policy is also different from the M¨obius framework. Table 2.7 summarizes

the action functions for each action in the abstract functional interface. Each of these functions

will be described in a following subsection. In addition to functions, each action has a set of

attributes that further define its operation. These attributes are listed in Table 2.8.

Table 2.7 Functions defined on actions
Function Name Function Definition

Enabled Enabled : �! ftrue, falseg.
Fire Fire : �! �:
ReactivationPredicate ReactivationPredicate: �! ftrue; falseg:
ReactivationFunction ReactivationFunction : �! ftrue; falseg:
SampleDistribution SampleDistribution : �! (<> ! [0; 1]).
Rank Rank : �! Z+:
Weight Weight : �! <>:

Table 2.8 Action attributes
Action Attribute Description

Name The name of the action
DistributionType The type of probability distribution used to define the fir-

ing time delay
ExecutionPolicyType The the type of action execution policy
GroupID The highest-level group to which the action belongs
EnablingStateVariables The list of state variables whose state variable state de-

fines the action’sEnabled function
AffectedStateVariables The list of state variables whose state variable state is

affected by the action’sFire function
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2.4.2.1 The Enabled function

TheEnabled function determines in which states an action can fire. TheEnabled function

is a Boolean expression that evaluates each model state as either true or false for purposes of

firing:

Enabled : � ! ftrue, falseg

An action’s Enabled function plays a very important role in specifying when a model

changes state. An action’senabling statesare a set of model states in which the action can

change the state of the model. The term�a� denotes the set of enabling states for an actiona.

We can more formally define the set of enabling states ofa in terms ofa’s Enabled function:

�a� = f� 2 � : a.Enabled(�) = trueg:

The set of enabling states is the subset of all possible state variable states� in which a’s

enabling predicate is true. TheEnabled function is also used to define another concept used

throughout the abstract functional interface: theset of enabled actions, which is the set of

actions whoseEnabled functions are true in a given state. We can formally define the set of

enabled actions for state� (denoted asA�;�) as

A�;� = fa 2 A : a.Enabled(�)! trueg:

An action’sEnabled function allows us to specify the conditions under which a specific

state change can occur. The result of the firing of all the enabled in highest-ranked group

actions is a set of possible next states for�, denoted by��;�.

Because an action’sEnabled function is a function of the state variable state�, we can de-

fine the subset of state variables that are used in the definition of an action’sEnabled function:

Sa� = fs 2 S : 9 � =2 �a� ; 9 �
0 2 (�a� \ ��;�) such thatvaluep(s) j� 6= valuep(s) j�0g:
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Sa� , as defined here, is actually a superset of the enabling state variables because there

may be state variables whose values change but whose values are not part the state variable’s

Enabled function definition. Note that�a� \ ��;� is the set of model states that are reachable

from � and in whicha’s enabling predicate is true. This set of state variables,Sa� , defines the

action attribute EnablingStateVariables.

2.4.2.2 Fire

Given that an action is enabled, it may fire according to the action’s execution policy.

Fire : �! �:

An action’s firing may change the value of certain model state variables. The set of all state

variables affected by an action’s firing is called the action’saffected state variables. The set of

affected state variables for an actiona is defined as follows:

Sa� = fs 2 S : 9 � 2 �a� ; �
0 2 ��;�; such thatvaluep(s) j� 6= valuep(s) j�0g:

An ordered sequence of individual action firings will result in a sequence of model state

changes. We call this sequence of state changes atrajectory through the model’s state space.

The set of all such sequence represents the set of all trajectories through the model’s state

space.

2.4.2.3 ReactivationPredicate

The abstract functional interface implements the concept of action interrupts differently

from the Möbius framework. The abstract functional interface prescribes that an action’s reac-

tivation state is saved as a Boolean value. (The reactivation state value is part of the action’s

state�). The Boolean value indicates whether an action is “interruptible.” If an action’s inter-

rupt state is true, then the action can be interrupted at future state changes if it is still enabled.
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In contrast, the M¨obius framework saves the action interrupt state as an integer, and thus has

the ability to encompass more complicated interrupt policies. The decision to implement a

reduced version of the action interrupt state was motivated by its ease of implementation.

The value of the abstract functional interface action interrupt state is determined by the

action’sReactivationPredicatefunction:

ReactivationPredicate: �! ftrue; falseg:

TheReactivationPredicatefunction is evaluated in every state in which the action’sEn-

abled function is true, if the action’sEnabled function was false in the previous state. Ad-

ditionally, an action’sReactivationPredicateis evaluated when the action fires and remains

enabled in the new state. These two conditions define the set of states in which the action is

“activated.”

The Möbius framework defines an action function, called theInterruptPredicate , which

is similar to the abstract functional interface’sReactivationPredicate. However, there is an

important difference between the two action functions. TheInterruptPredicate is a mapping

from a model state to the set of integers. TheReactivationPredicateis a mapping from model

state toftrue; falseg. A “true” value indicates the action might be restarted depending on

its ReactivationFunction (see below). In the abstract functional interface, an action whose

ReactivationPredicateis true is “restartable.” The implementation in the abstract functional

interface thus requires that the action functionReactivationFunction (similar to the Möbius

framework’sInterruptFunction ) be evaluated only if the action is restartable. The M¨obius

framework specification for the interruption process is richer than the abstract model specifica-

tion, because it allows multiple interruption states; nevertheless, implementing a subset of the

functionality in the abstract functional interface leads to better efficiency.

2.4.2.4 ReactivationFunction

The abstract functional interface action functionReactivationFunction was motivated by

the Möbius framework action functionInterruptFunction . Both action functions have the
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same purpose: to determine when and how an action should be interrupted. In the abstract

functional interface, if the action’s interrupt state is true, then theReactivationFunction is

evaluated at every subsequent state change.ReactivationFunctionyields a Boolean value that

is used to determine if the action should be interrupted:

ReactivationFunction : �! ftrue; falseg:

The action taken upon interrupt (see Table 2.9) depends upon the action’s execution policy

type (an attribute of actions described in Section 2.5).

Table 2.9 Possible outcomes of evaluating an action’sReactivationFunction
given thatReactivationPredicatewas true at activation time

(ExecutionPolicy, ReactivationFunction)Outcome

(Resample, True) Reset
(Resample, False) Reset
(Enabled, True) Reset
(Enabled, False) None
(Age, True) Age
(Age, False) None

2.4.2.5 Rank

Rank is a function defined on actions that allows the modeler to implement priority-based

ordering of actions scheduled to fire at the same time. An action’s rank value can also be

used to define a priority-based preselection algorithm for action groups (see Section 2.4.3).

A priority-based selection policy implemented over a set of actions can replace a race-based

execution policy.

Each action has a state variable state-specific integer rank value that represents its priority

level for that enabling state. Higher numerical values imply higher priority, with 1 being the

lowest priority an action can have. Thus, the definition of actionRank is analogous to the

definition given in the M¨obius framework, i.e.,
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Rank : �! Z+:

2.4.2.6 Weight

In order to resolve selection among similarly ranked actions, a probabilistic algorithm can

be used to select a specific action. Each action has a weight function that determines the

action’s weight for any given enabling state:

Weight : �! <>:

Greater weight values imply that an action is more likely to fire. When used in action groups

(defined in Section 2.4.3) an action’s weight is used to calculate the probability of selecting a

representative member from a set of simultaneously enabled, equally ranked members.

2.4.2.7 SampleDistribution

SampleDistribution is an action function defined by the abstract functional interface that

is used to facilitate model simulation. In any given state for which the action is enabled, the

action’s time to completion is a random variable. When using simulation to solve a model,

we randomly sample from the action’s time-to-completion distribution. One may think of an

action’s time-to-completion in two different ways. It may be viewed as the time it takes an

action to complete a task it starts working on when it becomes enabled. Alternatively, time-to-

completion may be viewed as a scheduled event that does not correspond to a task the action

is working on. It is merely a scheduled state change. We will refer to the first view of time-to-

completion as the “work-centric” notion, and the second view as the “event-centric” notion.

An event-centric notion of time-to-completion corresponds to actions that represent parts

of a system that do not have a clear notion of work. Such an action, when enabled, schedules

a state-changing event for some time in the future. These events may not correspond to any

notion of an “underlying process” that has a concept of partial completion. The event may

simply represent an explicit state change scheduled at a specific time given that it is not disabled
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before that specified time. Such an action would not need to remember how close it came

to its scheduled execution time. An example of an event-centric time-to-completion is an

acknowledgment timer that schedules a retransmission of data for a specific time in the future

unless the timer receives an acknowledgment.

The work-centric view of the time-to-completion sees an action as performing work on a

task starting from the time it becomes enabled, and ending when the task is completed. Com-

pletion of the task signals that the model is ready to change state. Given that some actions

represent underlying concepts of tasks, it may be beneficial to have some way of storing the

amount of work done by an action in the event that the action becomes disabled before com-

pletion. The amount of work done could be saved as a value of a state variable, if that state

variable could change as a result of an action becoming disabled. However, a state variable’s

state can change only because of an action’s firing. This would require the firing action to

save the amount of work done by all simultaneous enabled actions that become disabled in the

new state. This is not a convenient way of implementing a work-centric actions, therefore the

amount of work done is not (by default) saved as part of the state variable state (�), it is saved

as part of the action state (�).

The next important question is how we wish to quantify the amount of work done by an

action before it becomes disabled. One way to measure the amount of work done is to look at

the fraction of time the action was enabled compared to the sampled time-to-completion.

Given thatFractionComplete fraction of the work has been done before the action be-

comes enabled, the action is enabled for time� , and the sampled time returned by the action’s

sample distribution is�, the fraction of work done when the action becomes disabled is

FractionComplete 0 = FractionComplete + (1� FractionComplete )
�

�

Assuming that the completion time distribution of an action is not a function of the fraction

of work completed, the amount of work done during a previous enabling period can be used to

reduce the completion time the next time the action is enabled. More specifically, the action

stateFractionComplete is used as a linear scaling factor for the abstract functional interface
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methodSampleDistribution. To do this,SampleDistribution method scales the sampled

value of the random variable (�) by a linear scaling factor (FractionComplete). The scaled

value returned bySampleDistribution is calculated by the formula

�0 = (1� FractionComplete)�

. SampleDistribution yields a random variable that corresponds to the completion time of an

action, which is a function of the model’s state when the action becomes enabled.

SampleDistribution : �! (<> ! [0; 1])

Here� represents a sample from the action’s time to completion distribution. The value� is

scaled according to the amount of work still to be done(1�FractionComplete). This results

in a value�0 that is no greater than the original value�.

The Möbius framework has a more sophisticated scheme in which the actions save the

amount of “work” done during a previous enabling state. In it, the amount of work is deter-

mined by saving the value of the distribution function at the disabling time. In the framework,

the work done by an action by some time� (the time at which an action becomes disabled)

is the probability that an action would have fired by time� . This value is equal to the value

of the probability distribution function at� . (For the sake of brevity, we have omitted details

about how nonstrictly increasing distribution functions are dealt with; see [19] for a complete

explanation.) This work value is used to determine a new firing time distribution based upon

the amount of work done in a previous enabling state. Note that this is different from using a

simple linear scaling factor.

2.4.2.8 Action state

The abstract functional interface represents the state of an action with three different quan-

tities. The enabling status (true or false) of an action in the previous state constitutes the action

state memberDisabled. This portion of action state is used by a group (see Section 2.4.3) when
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it chooses its representative member. Section 3.2 discusses how this portion of action state is

used by certain types of groups.

The second portion of action state (Reactivation) saves the value of the reactivation predi-

cate. This part of action state must be saved so that future states can correctly determine when

an action should be restarted.

The third portion of action state isFractionComplete. FractionComplete is a fraction

and thus should always have a value in the range [0,1).FractionComplete represents the

amount of work the action completed in all previous enabling states. As just described, this

value is used by solvers to scale the amount of time the action is enabled before it fires in future

enabling states.

2.4.3 Groups in the Möbius abstract functional interface

In addition to state variables and actions, the abstract functional interface also defines an-

other fundamental construct: the “action group.” We will use the term group to mean “action

group.” A group is a set of actions and/or groups that cooperate or compete amongst them-

selves. The nature of a group’s cooperation or competition is encapsulated in the group’s

“selection algorithm.” A group’sselection algorithmrefers to the process that a group uses

to define which one of its members is the group’srepresentativein a given state. Only group

“representative” members are able to fire in a given state. Thus, groups allow a formalism

to implement a non-race-based execution policy (see Section 2.5) among a subset of actions

based upon a group selection algorithm. This selection algorithm can be either priority- or

probability-based. The actions (or groups) that belong to a group are called the group’smem-

bers.

Groups can be categorized into two main subdivisions, which differ in the implementation

of their respective selection algorithms: preselection groups and postselection groups.Prese-

lection groupsare groups that choose their representative actions at activation time, whereas

postselection groupschoose their representatives at firing time.
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Groups implement a superset of the functions defined on actions. The two additional func-

tions that groups implement areSelectandProbability . TheSelectfunction is the algorithm

used by the group to select a unique member to be the group’s representative action. Group

members include actions and other groups (see Section 2.4.3.3). If the selected member is a

group, then theSelectfunction is called on the selected group until the selected member is an

action.

Select: �! A [G:

Groups must also implement a method to determine the probability that an enabled member

of the group will fire in a given state. TheProbability function determines this value:

Probability : �� A [G! [0,1]:

Because this probability is a function of a specific selection algorithm, it must be defined

for each unique selection policy. The abstract functional interface provides a default selection

policy that uses both rank and weight values of the enabled group members:

g:M�;� = fm 2 g:M : m.Enabled(�)! trueg:

Herem is a member of groupg that contains a set of membersg:M . Within this set of

enabled group members (g:M�;�), the setg:M�;� contains the members that have the highest

rank value for state�. The setg:M�;� is defined as follows:

g:M�;� = fm 2 g:M�;� : m:Rank(�) = max(fm:Rank : m 2 g:M�;�g):

Using this notation one can define how the abstract functional interface calculates the prob-

ability of selecting memberm in �:

Prob(m; �) =
m:Weight(�)

(
P

m2g:M�;�
m:Weight(�))

: (2.1)
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The default implementation uses a priority-based scheme that gives probability mass only

to members in the highest-ranked group. The member weight values are used to determine the

amount of probability mass to assign to each group member. Based upon this algorithm, the

group can construct a distribution function. This distribution function can then be used by the

Selectmethod to probabilistically select the group’s representative action.

2.4.3.1 Preselection groups

Preselection groups represent a class of groups in which each group selects its representa-

tive action based upon “reselection conditions.”Reselection conditionsare rules that determine

when a group selects its representative member. Because groups can choose their selected

members at different times, the reselection conditions are determined by the type of group.

The Möbius framework further divides preselection groups into two subcategories based upon

how the reselection conditions are defined. These two subgroups are “variable preselection

groups” and “persistent preselection groups.”Variable preselection groupsare preselection

groups whose reselection conditions state that the group should select a member if there has

been a change in the enabling conditions of one or more members, and if at least one mem-

ber is enabled in the new state. A change in a group’s enabling conditions implies that there

is a change in the enabling status of at least one group member. The reselection conditions

for a persistent preselection grouprequire that the group reselect a representative member in

states in which no group member was enabled in the previous state, and at least one member

is enabled in the current state. Persistent preselect groups also reselect when the representative

member fires and the group is still enabled in the new state.

The abstract functional interface, unlike the M¨obius framework, does not support variable

preselection groups. Implementing variable preselection groups requires a more complex tool

design. Because preselection groups are not a frequently used aspect, it was deemed appropri-

ate to implement only persistent preselection groups.
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2.4.3.2 Postselection groups

Postselection groups are the other main subdivision of action groups. The representative ac-

tion in a postselection group is selected at firing time. In order for this selection policy to make

sense, every member of a postselection group must have the same firing time distribution, or

a joint distribution must be specified for the group for every possible subset of simultaneously

enabled members.

The abstract functional interface makes the assumption that all actions in a postselection

group have the same firing time distribution, and that the group is thereby free to use any mem-

ber’s distribution function to determine the group’s scheduled completion time. The abstract

functional interface also places further restrictions by requiring that all actions in a postselec-

tion group have the same enabling conditions. This prevents the model from ever changing state

in such a way that the member’s enabling conditions change but the group remains enabled.

The abstract functional interface does not specify how the representative member selection

should be done in the case where the enabling set of members has changed during the enabling

lifetime of the group. To prevent changes in the enabling membership while a postselection

group is enabled, the abstract functional interface also requires that all the members’ reactiva-

tion predicates and functions also be identical. This prevents two enabled members from the

same group from having different firing time distributions over the same interval. Resampling

one of the member actions during enabling time would affect that action’s distribution unless

all the group members have exponential distributions, in which case resampling does not affect

the firing time distribution.

We can summarize the restriction on postselection group members by saying that all action

functions of all members in a postselection group must be identical, except forRank, Weight,

andFire.
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2.4.3.3 Multilevel groups

Groups are an intrinsic part of the abstract functional interface, because all actions are

required to be members of at least one group. Groups can contain members that are other

groups as long as the member group contains a subset of actions contained in the parent group.

In general, preselection groups can be nested within each other until all of a group’s mem-

bers are actions. This is possible because the preselection process can be performed recursively

through many layers of groups. Those groups with members that are preselection groups would

first select a representative group (in the same way an action is selected), and then the selected

group would select a member from its group.

A postselection group can be a member of a preselection group, but a preselection group

cannot be a member of a postselection group, because preselection groups do not have the same

restrictions on action functions that postselection groups do. A preselection group is likely

to have members with different enabling predicates and time-to-completion distributions. A

postselection group could theoretically be a member of another postselection group, but all the

members of the contained postselection group would need to have the same action methods

as the other members. Thus, having multiple levels of postselection groups is unnecessary,

since the same functionality can be achieved in a single postselection group. For this reason

the abstract functional interface does not support multiple levels of postselection groups.

2.4.4 Models in the M̈obius abstract functional interface

Now that we have defined state variables, actions, and groups, it is possible to define models

in the abstract functional interface. A model describes the behavior of a system. The behavior

of the system is specified in terms of the system’s state and how the system changes as a

function of system state and time. At the most basic level, a model is essentially a container

for state variables, actions, and groups. Like state variables, each model has a type. A model’s

type is the specific modeling formalism in which the model is implemented.

The state of the simplest types of models is represented by the collective state of the model’s

state variables, actions, and groups. More complex models can contain other models when
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two or more models are composed together through a process of model composition [21].

Nevertheless, all models can be recursively decomposed to obtain a final set of state variables,

actions, and groups that completely represent the “highest-level model.” Thehighest-level

modelis a model that is not contained in any other model. The state of a model is constructed

from the sets of state variables, actions, and groups contained within the highest-level model.

The state of all three sets forms the tuple (�,�,), which is the model’s state. The way a system

changes state as a function of time and state is described in the functionality of a model’s

actions and groups.

In addition to being a container for state variables, actions, and groups, models must also

be able to perform certain operations on their contained M¨obius entities. These operations

are realized as a set of functions called themodel functions. These model functions provide

the same types of functionality as action functions (see Table 2.7 on page 18) and groups

functions (see Section 2.4.3). These model functions represent a key design aspect that makes

heterogeneous models possible. They communicate important information about the model

to other models and solvers. There are two main categories of model functions: those that

provide generic information about the model’s structure and those that operate on the model

(see Table 2.10).

Table 2.10 A list of model functions
Function Name Function Definition

ListActions ListActions ! A
ListGroups ListGroups ! G
ListStateVariables ListStateVariables! S
SetState SetState: �! �
CurrentState CurrentState ! �

ListActions, ListGroups, andListStateVariables all return a set of M¨obius entities that

correspond to their respective function names. Solvers use bothListActions andListGroups

to look at all the actions and groups in a model. TheCurrentState andSetStatefunctions are

used to read and write the model state. These functions are important for resetting a model’s
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state in state-space exploration. There are also used to reset the model state between batches

in simulation-based solvers.

The functions that return information about model structure do so by returning M¨obius en-

tities (see Section 2.3) in the models. Because every model must be implemented using these

Möbius entities, they represent a natural way to exchange information among models. How-

ever, this does not mean that models expressed in different modeling formalisms can determine

everything about each other. For instance, these model functions do not provide any explicit in-

formation about how a formalism changes the model state or what types of formalism-specific

methods are defined on state variables.

2.5 Execution Policy

One important part of building stochastic models is the precise definition of the rules that

govern how state changes as a function of time. We will refer to this set of rules as the model’s

execution policy. A model’s execution policy is particularly important in stochastic modeling,

because event completion times are usually described in terms of continuous distribution func-

tions. This means that each of the enabled actions can fire at one of many (possibly infinite)

different time-points. In practice, it is often convenient to add more complexity to the execution

policy to allow for greater flexibility of state changes. The M¨obius model execution algorithm

is specific to the solver and examples of such algorithms are outside the scope of this thesis.

However, all of these solver-specific algorithm rely upon the methods in the abstract functional

interface. A simulation-based algorithm is given in [22] and a state space generation-based

approach is given in [23].

Much of the model execution policy centers around how individual actions view their time-

to-completion distribution (see Section 2.4.2.7). We use the term “work policies” to refer to

the different ways in which actions view their time to completion. Since actions in a model can

have different work policies and an action’s work policy defines how the action will be have in

the future, we can say that each action has an “action execution policy.” Anaction execution

policydefines the behavior of an action due to a specific work policy.
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Before we describe the M¨obius action execution policy, we must first define some terms.

Two actions are said to beracing if they are both enabled in the same state and either one can

fire first. The next state change is determined by the action with the minimum completion time.

Priority is a rule sometimes used in stochastic modeling to explicitly define an ordering

of events or “event generation.”Event generationmeans the rules used to define which of the

enabled actions are able to generate events in a particular state. We will use this concept to

define a subset of enabled actions in a state called the “event-generating actions.”

Möbius supports three race-based action execution policies for actions. Nevertheless, this

does not completely describe the model execution policy, because each group prescribes a

priority or probabilistic “selection policy” among its members. This selection process affects

the way a model can change state. Aselection policyis a rule used to define the model’s

execution policy. A selection policy defines a subset of enabled actions in a group calledevent-

generating actions, which are actions whoseEnabled functions are true, and that are selected

by the group to which they belong. Aneventis a scheduled state change. Enabled actions that

are not event-generating actions cannot change a model’s state.

Next we will look at the three race-based action execution policies supported in the abstract

functional interface. Every action has an execution policy that defines how the action behaves

when the model state changes before the action fires. The simplest action execution policy

involves restarting the action in every model state for which it is enabled. In this execution

policy, all other enabled actions lose the work done up until that point. This policy is referred

to as “Race-Resampling.” Another supported execution policy is “Race-Enabled,” in which

an action is not restarted unless it becomes disabled in the new state. In this policy, work

done in the past is preserved until the action fires or it becomes disabled. The last action-

execution policy supported is “Race-Age,” in which the action saves the amount of work done

in a previous enabling state as part of action state. The amount of work done previously is

factored into the calculation of the action’s expected completion time when, and if, it becomes

enabled in the future. We will now describe the operation of each of these execution policies

in more detail. These execution policies were motivated by work done by Marsan et al. [24].
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However, the execution policies described by Marsan are applied to an entire model, whereas

race-based policies are assigned in an action-by-action basis for M¨obius models.

2.5.0.1 Race-Resample

Race-Resampling is the simplest of all race-based execution policies. Given a set of si-

multaneously enabled actions, a Race-Resample action will do one of two things at the next

scheduled state change. If the action’s event has caused the state change, then the action will

execute itsFire method as usual. If the Race-Resample action has not completed yet, then the

action will lose all the work it has done up until that point. If the action is still enabled in the

new state, its time-to-completion distribution is a random variable that is a function only of the

new state of the model.

2.5.0.2 Race-Enabled

Race-Enabled is a similarly simplistic execution policy for actions. If a Race-Enabled

action is still enabled in the new state, the action will continue to perform work in accordance

with the action’s time-to-completion distribution at enabling time. If the action is not enabled

in the new model state, a Race-Enabled action does not save the amount of work done up until

that point. The next time the action is re-enabled, it acts as though no previous work has been

done; thus, its time-to-completion distribution is only a function of the state variable state. This

execution policy also does not use any portion of the action’s state�.

2.5.0.3 Race-Age

Race-Age is the most complex of the three supported race-based execution policies allowed

on an action in the abstract functional interface. A Race-Age policy allows an action to effec-

tively store the amount of work done during a previous enabling period. When a Race-Age ac-

tion becomes disabled because another action has completed and the model state has changed,

the action saves the amount of work done in the action state. When the action becomes re-

enabled in the future, the action state is used to change the time-to-completion distribution to
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reflect the fact that work has been done in the past. This action execution policy requires exten-

sive use of the action state (�). In particular, the amount of work done before the last disabling

event is saved in theFractionCompletemember of the action state (see Section 2.4.2.7).
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CHAPTER 3

IMPLEMENTING THE ABSTRACT
FUNCTIONAL INTERFACE

Now that we have formally defined the abstract functional interface, we describe how we

implement it in software. This chapter explains how the conceptual ideals of the abstract

functional interface are realized through object-oriented programming in C++ code. The im-

plementation of the abstract functional interface is a necessary and important prerequisite for

building formalisms and solvers in the M¨obius tool.

In the implementation, the abstract functional interface acts as a communication interface

between the models and the solvers. For example, solvers built in the M¨obius tool commu-

nicate with the model by calling methods in the abstract functional interface. These methods

return generic information about the model and change the model’s state. The methods that

return generic information about the model can also be used to communicate information be-

tween models specified in different modeling formalisms. The implementation of the abstract

functional interface thus facilitates the construction of heterogeneous models. The abstract

functional interface is realized by a set of C++ abstract base classes, called theMöbius base

classes. These classes provide the foundation for state variables, actions, groups, and models.

They implement the abstract functional interface through extensive use of pure virtual methods.

The Möbius base classes provide the essential framework needed to create a tool that is

easily extensible for multiple formalisms, composition methods, and solution techniques. The

base classes represent the minimal subset of functionality that all models, actions, state vari-

ables, and groups must implement. The details of the implementation are specific to each

formalism, but the interface is the same for all formalisms.
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The use of abstraction (as implemented in the base classes) allows the formalism implemen-

tor to define the internal workings of a model in a very formalism-specific (and, one hopes,

efficient) manner. For instance, theSetState andCurrentState methods in the base

classes are implemented withvoid pointers to allow the formalism designer to implement a

minimal model state representation in memory based upon formalism-specific information that

other parts of the tool (e.g., a state-space generation module) would not know about. Thus, the

tool benefits from any sort of formalism-specific shortcuts while still maintaining a common,

intermodule interface.

Most of the methods in the base classes are defined as pure virtual methods since they

require formalism-specific implementations. In object-oriented terminology, pure virtual func-

tions are functions that are declared on a parent class, but are not given a specific definition.

The definition is provided by the child classes, which define them in their own specific way.

Because the methods on the base classes are not completely defined, they are called “abstract

classes” in object-oriented terminology. Hence every formalism must realize each one of the

abstract base classes to define the formalism-specific method of operation. In practice, some

of the methods defined on a base class may be declared virtual instead of pure virtual, so that

the method has a default definition (usually a trivial operation or an error message).

The virtual methods defined on the base classes allow different parts of the tool to access

each method (e.g.,getState() ) in a formalism-specific manner. As a general rule, one

incurs a performance penalty whenever virtual functions are used, because the method bindings

must be determined at run-time instead of compilation-time. Nevertheless, compilers with

enough knowledge of program flow can sometimes determine the derived object type for a

specific virtual function call. In such instances, a call to the virtual method table is unnecessary,

and will not be performed. Additional reduction in run-time overhead can be achieved by

making virtual functions in-lined. Many base class virtual method implementations are trivial

operations for which the majority of time needed to perform the function call is used to transfer

control. This makes them ideal candidates for in-line functions [25].

The C++ classes that implement the abstract functional interface require that all neces-

sary methods be implemented. They cannot, however, ensure that these methods are correctly
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implemented for a given formalism. Validation of a formalism implementation is the imple-

mentor’s responsibility.

There are four main classes that encapsulate most of the functionality of the abstract func-

tional interface as M¨obius base classes. They areBaseStateVariableClass , Base-

ActionClass , BaseGroupClass , and BaseModelClass . We will discuss each of

these classes in the subsequent sections.

3.1 BaseStateVariableClass

The implementation ofBaseStateVariableClass is relatively straightforward, be-

cause a state variable is essentially just a container for a portion of the model state. The meth-

ods defined onBaseStateVariableClass fall into three main categories: those that deal

with the state variable’s state, those that are used in state sharing, and those that are used to

manipulateBaseStateVariableClass ’s SVAffectingActions andSVEnabled-

Actions data members. A complete list of state variable functions can be found in Table 3.1.

Each set of methods will be discussed in further detail in the following sections.

State methods. Because the way state changes is specific to each formalism,BaseState-

VariableClass has no methods defined on it for changing the state of a state variable in

responsible to the firing of an action. There is, nevertheless, a pure virtual method calledSet-

State defined onBaseStateVariableClass that changes the state of the state variable

using avoid pointer. This method is only used when the entire state of the model is being

reset by a solver. Action-firing-related state changes must be implemented using derived state

variable classes, implemented by a formalism designer. These methods should include a pri-

mary value function as well as any secondary value functions that may be deemed useful. The

CurrentState method performs the inverse operation ofSetState by writing the state

variable’s state to a location in memory specified by avoid pointer input argument. The size

of the state variable state can be determined by the methodStateSize , which returns the size
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Table 3.1 Methods defined onBaseStateVariableClass
Method Name Description

int StateSize() This method returns the number of bytes of com-
pact state variable representation.

SetName(char*) This method sets the name of the state variable.
void SetState(void*) This method sets the state of the state variable
void CurrentState(void*) This method writes the state variable’s current

state to the specified memory location
void printState() This method prints the state of the state variable

to standard out
bool getShared() This returns true if the state variable is shared with

another state variable
bool getStored() This returns true if the state variable is using a lo-

cal data member to store its state
bool
getFunctionallyShared()

This methods returns true if the state variable
value is functionally shared

const
List <BaseActionClass >*
getAffectingActions()

This method returns the affecting actions data
structure

const
List <BaseActionClass >*
getEnabledActions()

This method returns the enabled actions data
structure

int getSharingCount() This method returns the number of state variables
that are shared with this state variable

const BaseActionClass*
getAffectingAction(int)

This method returns the specified element from
theSVAffectingActions data member

const BaseActionClass*
getEnabledAction(int)

This method returns the specified element from
theSVEnabledActions data member

int
getNumAffectingActions()

This method returns the number of affecting
actions

int getNumEnabledActions() This method returns the number of enabled
actions

void appendAffectingAction(
BaseActionClass*)

This method appends the specified action to the
state variable’s objectSVAffectingActions

void appendEnabledAction(
BaseActionClass*)

This method appends the specified action to the
state variable’sSVEnabledActions object

void copyAffectingActions(
List<BaseActionClass>*)

This method copies the data structure passed in
and uses it as its list of affecting actions

void copyEnabledActions(
List<BaseActionClass>*)

This method copies the data structure passed in
and uses it as its list of enabled actions

void updateAffects(Base-
StateVariableClass*)

This method will notify all the actions on the state
variable’sSVAffectingActions andSVEn-
abledActions lists to inform them that this
state variable is part of a sharing set
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of the state variable state in bytes. Finally, theprintState method is used for debugging,

and prints out the name and value of all state variables in the model.

State-sharing methods. BaseStateVariableClass also contains state-sharing infor-

mation. In particular, it contains Boolean values that indicate whether a state variable is shared

(either by equivalence or functional sharing). If a state variable is shared (either by equivalence

or functional sharing), then the methodgetShared will return the value “true.” Thus, the

getShared method answers the question, “Is the state variable shared?” In order to differen-

tiate between state variables that are shared through equivalence and functional sharing,Base-

StateVariableClass implements another method,getFunctionallyShared , that

returns true if the state variable is functionally shared.BaseStateVariableClass also

contains internal information used by the state-sharing code that denotes whether the state

variable’s state is stored locally (or points to another state variable’s state). The meaning of

a shared state variable state stored locally is explained later in this section. In particular, if

a state variable does store its state locally, then theBaseStateVariableClass method

getStored will return true. The last method inBaseStateVariableClass that deals

with state sharing is the methodgetSharingCount . This method returns the number of

state variables in the state variable’s sharing set. For an unshared state variable, the method

returns the value 1.

SVAffectingActions and SVEnabledActions methods. The last set of methods

defined onBaseStateVariableClass are methods that operate on theSVAffect-

ingActions andSVEnabledActions data structures (which are discussed in the next

paragraph). TheappendAffectingAction andappendEnabledActions methods

allow actions to be appended to their respective data structures (by reference) while thecopy-

AffectingActions andcopyEnabledActions methods copy a set of actions pointers

passed into the method.

Data members. State variables not only contain part of the model state, but also have some

knowledge of the actions that affect or are enabled by their state value. This information is
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encapsulated in data members (of typeList<BaseActionClass> ) that contain references

to actions. TheSVAffectingActions data structure contains all the actions whose firing

could affect the state variable’s state. TheSVEnabledActions data member holds the

location of all the actions that are enabled by the state variable’s value. It is a good idea to

implement these data members with theList class (see Section 3.5.1) because it handles all

the necessary dynamic memory allocation and ensures that there are no duplicate actions in

the list. The set of actions used to initialize these data structures for each state variable must

be structurally determined from the model specification. This is analogous to the handling

of data structures inBaseActionClass (see Section 3.2), which must be initialized with

information about which state variables each action affects. No other connection information

is necessary to correctly initialize theSVAffectingActions andSVEnabledActions

objects if all the actions have been initialized. Figure 3.1 shows an efficient algorithm for

initializing state variables based upon the connection information defined in actions.

In addition to these data members, there is a set of data members that hold information

accessed through the state-sharing methods described earlier. These state-sharing methods

return the values of Boolean data members that store state variable attributes. These data

members includeShared , Stored , andFunctionallyShared . The value ofShared

is true if the state variable is shared through an equivalence relationship andFunction-

allyShared is true if the state variable is functionally shared. TheStored data member

is used in constructing sharing sets, and indicates whether the shared state is stored locally.

SharingCount is a data member (of typeint ) that stores the number of state variables in

the sharing set. Lastly,BaseStateVariableClass contains theStateVariableName

data member, which holds the name of the state variable.

3.1.1 Sharing through state equivalence

The most basic and lowest-level means of connecting two submodels is to have the submod-

els share some subset of their model states. Sharing state among homogeneous model types

(models constructed within the same modeling formalism) can be done with relative ease,
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for eacha in the set of all actions
for eachs defined ina’s AffectedStateVariables
s.appendAffectingAction( a);

end for
end for

Figure 3.1 Initialization algorithm for state variableAffectingActions objects

because both submodels are defined in terms of the same formalism-specific state variables.

Therefore, each submodel understands how the other submodel’s state variables are imple-

mented. However, in a heterogeneous modeling environment in which two submodels may not

be constructed using the same modeling formalism, a submodel created in one modeling for-

malism may not know anything about state is represented in a submodel created with another

modeling formalism. In fact, this lack of knowledge about the inner workings of a model is a

fundamental concept in both the M¨obius framework and the abstract functional interface.

In Section 2.4.1.1 we introduced the concept of equivalence sharing. This kind of sharing

is possible if we know the state variable’s type. The type is the minimal knowledge we need

to implement sharable state variables. In Section 2.4.1 we defined the set of all possible state

variable types in the abstract functional interface. Using this definition of state variable types,

we say that two state variables are “sharable” if their types are equal. This way we are assured

that both state variables can take on the same values. The identity function is used as the trivial

function that maps the state of the shared state variable in submodel 1 to the state of the shared

state variable in submodel 2. The mapping is, by definition, one-to-one and onto. We will refer

to this type of state variable sharing asequivalence sharing.

To understand our implementation of sharable state variables, it is important to note the

distinction between a state variable and a state variable’s state. In the base class implementa-

tion, a state variable is an abstract data structure that contains a portion of the model state and

a set of functions that operate on that piece of state. Recall that when two state variables are

shared, we do not want to create a single state variable; instead, we want to have a single vari-

able state that the two state variables share. For instance, assume that some formalismF1 has
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a state variable classS1 that contains a single state of typeshort . This state variable class,

F1, defines a set of functions on its state. Another formalismF2 may define a state variable

classS2 that also contains a single state data member of typeshort , but has a different set

of functions defined on it. If we decide to share these state variables, we cannot represent the

shared state with a single instance ofS1 orS2, since that would prevent one of the models from

calling its formalism-specific methods on the shared state variable. Instead, we need to have

both state variables operate on the same piece of state.

The simple solution to ensure that all state variables operate on the same piece of state is

to have each state variable reference its piece of state by a pointer. If a state variable operates

on a piece of state via a pointer, then it is easy to change the location of the shared piece of

state by changing the pointers for all the state variables in the sharing set. Because shared state

variables can be used again to form a new sharing relationship, it is important to be able to

manage multiple sharing requests for the same state variable state.

We will now look at how sharable state variables form a sharing set and how to ensure

that all state variables operate on the same state. When two state variables are shared, one

state variable is declared theleader. The leader is responsible for updating other shared state

variables if the shared state variable state location changes as a result of further sharing. The

leader maintains a list of all the state variables that point to the corresponding shared state

variable state. When two leaders are combined to form a single shared state variable, the larger

of the two leaders (larger implying a greater number of sharers) is declared the leader of the

new shared state variable state. As part of the process, the new leader annexes the other leader’s

list of sharers so that it can notify them of changes in the future. The result of such an operation

on the two state variables shown in Figure 3.2 can be seen in Figure 3.3.

When two nonleaders are combined to form a single shared state, the larger state variable

(the most number of sharers) of two associated leaders absorbs the smaller leader’s list of

sharers in the same way that two leader state variables are combined. The result of this type of

operation can be seen in Figure 3.4. If two shared state variables that have the same number of

sharers are joined together, then either state variable leader can become the leader of the new

shared state variable. To avoid ambiguity, in our implementation the syntax determines which
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Variable

Value A

FormalismShortStateVariable

SharableSV<short>

State LeaderHead

BaseStateBaseState
Variable

B

Value A

FormalismShortStateVariable

SharableSV<short>

State LeaderHead

A

Figure 3.2 Example of two state variables not sharing state

state variable will be the new leader is both have an equal number of sharers. For example, if a

state variableA2 is told to share state withA1 thenA1 is the leader of the new sharing set.

By implementing sharable state variables in this fashion, we simplified specification of

equivalence state sharing in composed models [21]. Conceptually, equivalence sharing is very

simple; multiple classes operate on a single piece of memory. However, sharable state variables

must update all the sharing state variables’ data structures (namelySVAffectingActions

andSVEnabledActions ) to reflect the fact that a piece of model state is now shared across

different models and thus has more actions whose firing affects the shared states. The set of

affecting actions is the union of all the affecting actions for all the state variables in the sharing

set.

3.1.2 Sharing through functions of state

As we saw in the previous section, it is easy to join two heterogeneous submodels through

the notion of a single shared state variable. However, this notion of joining submodels requires

that both models have a state variable class with the same type of state. Another way of joining

heterogeneous submodels through state variables is to define the state of one state variable
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Variable

Value A

FormalismShortStateVariable

SharableSV<short>

State LeaderHead

BaseState BaseState

B

Variable

A B
FormalismShortStateVariable

SharableSV<short>

State LeaderHead

Figure 3.3 Example of two state variables sharing the same state

through a function of another submodel’s state (see Section 2.4.1.1). There are two types of

functional sharing: unidirectional and bidirectional.

Unidirectional functional state sharingis an inherently asymmetrical sharing relationship

in which one state variable receives its value from a function defined on another state vari-

able. The “receiving” state variable does not have any functions to set its state. This effectively

makes the state variable “read-only,” meaning that it can only look at the value of the state vari-

able state, not change it. Special coding techniques are used to ensure that one cannot set the

state of a read-only state variable. This is relatively easy if one allows access to a state variable

only through methods. A formalism implementor can implement read-only state variables by

defining a new class for which the state-changing function doesn’t change the state and per-

haps, instead, prints an error message. There are certain restrictions placed upon the function

that defines the functional relationship between the two state variable states. In particular, the

function must be surjective such that all values in the range of the sharing function must map

to values in the domain of the “receiving” state variable state.
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Figure 3.4 Example of two previously shared state variables of order 2 joined to form a single
shared state variable of order 4
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Bidirectional functional sharingremoves the “read-only” condition defined on the receiv-

ing state variables. Bidirectional functionally shared state variables must be defined by a bijec-

tive function (one-to-one and onto). In addition, bidirectional functions have a clearly defined

inverse function that allows the “receiving” state variable to change its state variable state. The

trivial example of a bidirectional function is the identity function. We can actually use the

identity function to define equivalence sharing, as a special case of bidirectional functional

state sharing.

3.1.3 Implementation of theSharableSV class

In order to implement sharable state variables in the abstract functional interface, we must

integrate state-sharing functionality into the definition of sharable state variables. In imple-

menting a set of sharable state variable classes, we would like to have a set of classes with

a common underlying functionality that ensures that all sharing state variables operate on

the same state variable value, but that does not allow state variables of different types to be

shared. Making a separate class derived fromBaseStateVariableClass for each state

variable type accomplishes this goal, but at the expense of having to replicate code unneces-

sarily. Therefore, we chose to implement the set of shared state variable classes by creating

a template class calledSharableSV (see Figure 3.5). Using this template class, one can

instantiate aSharableSV with any one of the basic types (char , int , float , double ,

short , orbool ). The type of the template parameter passed into theSharableSV template

class is referenced by the name “C.” Sharable structured, array, and unordered state variables

require different implementations, since they all deal with more than one state variable value

[26].

The methods declared on theSharableSV class (see Table 3.2) make implementation of

state sharing relatively easy for models. The key method is theShareWith method, which

creates a sharing set that contains theSharableSV object on which the method is called and

the SharableSV object passed into the method. TheShareWith method deallocates the

memory used to store the state variable value of one of the state variables. In the process,
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Figure 3.5 Class hierarchy for state variable classes

the ShareWith method forces the state variables in the sharing set to operate on the same

shared state variable value. The state variable passed into theShareWith method is also

added to the linked list of sharers maintained by the sharing set leader. (This is done by calling

another method onSharableSV calledRegister .) Maintaining a linked list of sharers is

very important in maintaining a sharing set. If the location of the shared state variable value is

moved, then the linked list is used to update all the pointers used to reference the state variable

value.

There are two implementations of theRegister method. One takes an argument of

typeSharableSV , and the other takes an object of typeC** . The latter is used to register

the address of a “shortcut pointer.”Shortcut pointersare pointers that point directly to the

value of the state variable. Shortcut pointers are useful in implementing models in which state

changes must be done quickly. Actions that operate on state usually incur at least two pointer

dereferences when calling a state variable value function. The first dereference occurs when the

action dereferences the pointer to the state variable (state variables are declared in the model,

not in actions); the second dereference occurs when the state variable dereferences its pointer

to state. However, shortcut pointers allow a model to manipulate a state variable’s value outside

of the state variable value function. If a state variable has a complicated value function, then

reimplementing this code elsewhere in the model with shortcut pointers increases code size
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Table 3.2 Methods defined onSharableSV class
Method Name Description

void ShareWith(SharableSV<C>*) Implements equivalence sharing with an-
other state variable of typeSharable-
SV<C>

void Register(SharableSV<C>*) Builds a list of pointers pointing to shared
memory location

void Register(C**) Registers a shortcut pointer to state vari-
able state

int StateSize() Returns the size of the sharable state vari-
able in bytes

void setPointer(C*) Sets the location of the shared state
void SetState(void*) Sets the value of the shared state variable

state
void CurrentState( void*) Copies the value of the shared state vari-

able to a location in memory
void setLeader(SharableSV<C>*) Sets the leader of the sharing set
SharableSV<C>* getLeader() Returns the leader of the sharing set
SharedPointer<C>* getHead() Returns the head of the linked list of

shared state variables and shortcut pointer
C getState() Returns the value of the shared state

variable
C& State() Returns the value of the shared state as an

lvalue
void setState(C) Sets the value of the shared state variables
void appendAffectingAction(
BaseActionClass*)

Appends an affecting action to all the
state variables in the sharing set

and the risk of implementing the state change incorrectly. As a general rule, shortcut pointers

should only be used when the state changes are relatively simple (e.g., incrementing a value by

one, adding a constant value).

Shared state variables must implement theirappendAffectingAction andappend-

EnabledSV methods differently from non-shared state variables, since a shared state variable

can be affected by actions that are not in the same atomic model. In this case, theappendAf-

fectingAction andappendEnabledSV methods operate on all members of the sharing

set. When a new state variable is added to the sharing set, theShareWith method ensures
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that every state variable has the same affecting actions. This is done by building a master list

of affecting actions by looking at each member of the sharing set’s list of affecting actions.

SinceSharableSV is not an abstract C++ class, it implements pure virtual methods as de-

fined inBaseStateVariableClass . These methods includeStateSize , SetState ,

andCurrentState . Both theSetState andCurrentState methods make use of tem-

plate functions used to read and write values to memory across word boundaries (see Sec-

tion 3.6). These template functions determine the size of the state variable value by using the

sizeof function, and write the state variable value one byte at a time. Having the ability to

write across word boundaries increases our memory efficiency when we are saving the state of

a state variable or model.

Table 3.3 listsSharableSV data members. TheTheState pointer is theSharable-

SV’s pointer to the state variable’s value. TheLeader pointer points to the sharing set’s

“leader.” In a sharing set, theleaderstate variable is the state variable that contains the value

of the shared state variable. The leader is also entrusted with the responsibility of maintaining

the sharing set’s data structures. Lastly, theHead data member points to the head of a linked

list that contains references for all the members in the sharing set. This linked list is important

for implementing any method that affects all members of the group.

Table 3.3 SharableSV data members
Data Member Description

C* TheState Where the state is currently located
SharableSV<C>* Leader Points to the state variable holding the

shared piece of state
SharedPointer<C>* Head Points to a linked list of other state vari-

ables sharing the same state

3.1.4 Unidirectional functionally sharable state variables

Unidirectionally functionally shared state variables are also implemented by a base tem-

plate class. The base class for functionally shared state variables is calledReadOnlySV (See

Table 3.4). This class contains a function pointer,(C *getValue)() , which is used to
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reference the function that defines the functionally shared state variable’s value. This func-

tion pointer is initialized with the methodsetFunction(C (), List <BaseState-

VariableClass>) , which is defined inReadOnlySV . This method takes a function pointer

parameter that is used to initialize thegetValue data member and a list of state variables. The

list of state variables corresponds to the state variables used in the value function definition. It is

important to have these state variables so that the functionally shared state variables maintain a

correct list of affecting actions. The affecting actions list for a functionally shared state variable

is constructed by forming the union of all the affecting actions for all the state variables used in

the value function definition. Therefore, whenever thesetFunction method is called on a

ReadOnlySV , the state variable’sSVAffectingActions data structure must be updated.

Because the unidirectionally functional sharing is a one-way relationship, theReadOnlySV

class does not need to update theSVEnablingActions data structure, since all of the state

variable’s enabling actions should be defined within the same model that theReadOnlySV

state variable is defined in.

Because functional sharing relationships are specified as part of composed model specifi-

cation, the composed model is responsible for initializing thegetValue function pointer for

all functionally shared state variables. The user defines the value function used for functional

sharing as part of the composed model specification. It is therefore the composed model’s re-

sponsibility to create an executable function that can be bound to aReadOnlySV ’s function

pointer as well as to determine the set of state variables used in the function definition; both

the function and the state variables are needed by thesetFunction method.

Table 3.4 Methods defined onReadOnlySV template class
Method Name Description

int StateSize() Overloaded virtual method returns 0
void SetState( void*) Overloaded virtual method does nothing, be-

cause functionally shared state cannot be set
void setFunction( C
(*TheStateFunction)())

This method sets the state variable’s function
pointer. The function pointer will be used to
determine the state variable’s value
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Figure 3.6 shows how the concepts of functional and equivalence sharing can be used to

compose models expressed in different modeling formalisms. One atomic model is expressed

in the stochastic activity network formalism and containsPlace state variables, each of which

has a single value function (Mark ) of typeshort . The queuing network atomic model con-

tains two types of state variables:MultiClassQueue andSingleClassQueue . Mul-

tiClassQueue is a structured state variable that has three secondary value functions:getID

(of type int ), getColor (of typechar ), andgetQueueLength (of typeshort ). The

last atomic model is expressed in the Petri Net atomic model formalism, and hasPlace state

variables, each of which has a single value function,getMark , of typeshort . Figure 3.7

shows how equivalence and functional sharing relationships can be declared using these three

atomic models.

3.2 BaseActionClass

The description ofBaseActionClass is straightforward given that the necessary func-

tions have already been identified and described in Section 2.4.2. In addition to the action

functions defined in this section, is also a small set of utility methods defined onBaseAct-

ionClass . Since the base action functions have already been described in great detail, this

section will describe the remaining utility method implementations and assorted data struc-

tures defined onBaseActionClass . Table 3.5 is a complete list of methods defined on

BaseActionClass .

Implementing AffectedStateVariables and EnablingStateVariables . The

abstract functional interface requires that all actions define a set of state variables whose value

enables the action and whose value is affected by the action’s firing. We formally defined these

sets when we defined the abstract functional interface in Section 2.4.2.1 and Section 2.4.2.2.

The data structures namedEnablingStateVariables andAffectedStateVaria-

bles represent the setsSa� andSa� respectively (see Section 2.4.2.1 and 2.4.2.2). These

data structures allow for many efficiencies during model solution. For example, both sets of
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Figure 3.6 Three different formalisms with functionally-sharable state variables
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Table 3.5 Methods defined onBaseActionClass that implement abstract functional in-
terface action functions

Method Name Description

bool Enabled() This method determines whether the action is en-
abled in the current state

double Weight() Weights are used to determine the probability of
selecting an action from the set of enabled actions
in the current state

double Rate() This method returns the rate with which an expo-
nentially timed action fires

bool
ReactivationPredicate()

This method determines whether an action is
reactivatable

bool
ReactivationFunction()

This method determines whether an action whose
ReactivationPredicate is true should
restart after a state change in which the action is
still enabled

double
SampleDistribution()

This method samples the action’s distribution and
returns the action’s time-to-completion

double* ReturnDistribu-
tionParameters()

This method returns the set of distribution
parameters

void SetFired() This method sets theFired data member on an
action to record the fact that the action fired

BaseActionClass* Fire() This method defines how the action changes the
state of the model

int Rank() This method returns the action’s priority value for
a given state

bool EnablingChange() This method determines whether there has been
a change in the enabling condition since the last
time theEnabled method was called

bool IsAMember(
BaseActionClass*
TheAction)

This returns true if the specified action is equal to
thethis object

double Probability(
BaseActionClass*
TheAction)

This method returns 1.0 if the specified action is
equal to thethis object, or 0 otherwise
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Figure 3.7 An example of equivalence and functional state sharing

state variables are used to increase the efficiency of calculating reward values and discrete-

event simulation. We specify both sets of state variables for all actions in the model so we

can determine which actions’ state changes could affect the enabling status of other actions.

Therefore, after every state change, we only have to inspect the enabling status of a subset of

the actions.

The definitions of the action attributes EnablingStateVariables and AffectedStateVariables

(see Section 2.4.2.1 and Section 2.4.2.2) are based upon a model’s behavior, because they re-

quire knowledge about which states can be reached from other model states. Because this

knowledge is often not known at model specification time, we must use structural informa-

tion to deduce a superset ofSa� andSa� . BecauseEnablingStateVariables andAf-

fectedStateVariables data structures are only used for the sake of efficiency, having

more than the necessary number of members inEnablingStateVariables and Af-

fectedStateVariables will not affect the correctness of the model solution. If we can-

not deduce anything about which state variables are enabling or affected by an action, then we

must put all the model’s state variables inEnablingStateVariables andAffected-

StateVariables data structures.
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Both theEnablingStateVariables andAffectedStateVariables data struc-

tures are static containers for state variables. The set membership of these two data structures

should not change after model initialization. For these reasons, bothEnablingStateVar-

iables andAffectedStateVariables were implemented as instances of theList

template class. Both of these data structures were declared asprotected members of

BaseActionClass to prevent models and solvers from changing their values during model

execution.BaseActionClass defines a set of simple functions that return all the important

information about these data structures. Table 3.6 lists all of these methods.

There are two methods for each data member that change the value of the data structures.

TheaddEnablingSV(BaseStateVariableClass*) andaddAffectedSV(Base-

StateVariableClass*) methods should be used at model initialization time to define the

corresponding set’s members. State variables passed into these methods will be appended to

the data structures if they are not already members. If a state variable is already contained in

theList then it will not be added again. ThereplaceAffectedSV(BaseStateVari-

ableClass*, BaseStateVariableClass*) and replaceEnablingSV(Base-

StateVariableClass*, BaseStateVariableClass*) are methods used when a

state variable is shared among multiple models. In order to determine which actions affect

which other actions in a composed model, members of theEnablingStateVariables

andAffectedStateVariables must always point to the leader of the sharing set (see

Section 3.1.1).

Action data structures. Actions have many other data structures in addition to theEn-

ablingStateVariables andAffectedStateVariables . Some of these data struc-

tures represent various action attributes: others are solver-specific data structures used for exe-

cutional efficiency.

We will first look at the data structures used to represent action attributes. A list of all of

these action attribute data structures can be found in Table 3.7. TheGroupID action attribute

indicates to which group the action belongs. In the case of multilevel groups, an action’s

GroupID corresponds to the highest-level group to which the group belongs. The highest-
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Table 3.6 BaseActionClass methods used to access information aboutAffected-
StateVariables andEnablingStateVariables data structures
Method Name Description

int getNumEnablingSVs() Return the number of enabling state
variables

void replaceEnablingSV(
BaseStateVariableClass*,
BaseStateVariableClass*)

This method allows a model to replace
an element of theEnablingState-
Variables with a new state variable
location

BaseStateVariableClass*
getEnablingSV(int)

This method returns theith member of
the EnablingStateVariable data
member

void addEnablingSV(
BaseStateVariableClass*)

This method adds an enabling state vari-
able toEnablingStateVariables

int getNumAffectedSVs() Returns the number of enabling state
variables

void replaceAffectedSV(
BaseStateVariableClass*,
BaseStateVariableClass*)

This method allows a model to replace
an element of theAffectedState-
Variables with a new state variable
location

BaseStateVariableClass*
getAffectedSV(int)

This method returns theith member of
the AffectedStateVariable data
member

void addAffectedSV(
BaseStateVariableClass*)

This method adds an enabling state vari-
able toAffectedStateVariables

level group corresponds to the set of groups that logically partitions all the actions in a model.

The GroupID is used to identify which actions belong to a specific group. For instance,

one could identify all the actions belonging to the group of instantaneous actions by checking

whether theGroupID is equal to zero (all instantaneous actions belong to group zero).

TheExecutionPolicy data member represents the action’s execution policy type. As

stated in Chapter 2, the M¨obius abstract functional interface supports three different race-

based action execution policy types: Race-Resampling (Section 2.5.0.1), Race-Enabled (Sec-

tion 2.5.0.2), and Race-Age (Section 2.5.0.3). TheExecutionPolicy data member is

stored as an enumerated typeExecutionPolicyType that has valuesRaceResampling ,

RaceEnabled , andRaceAge . This action attribute is used to tell solvers how to deal with

actions that become disabled before they fire.
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In addition,BaseActionClass includes another action attributionDistribution-

Type , which defines the type of probability distribution used for describing the action’s firing

time distribution. This distribution type can be one of those supported by the M¨obius abstract

functional interface (a complete listing which can be found in Table 3.8 with parameters defined

in [27]), or one specified by the model. TheDistributionType attribute is also saved as

an enumerated type with one value labeledProprietary when the distribution type is not

one of the supported distributions. If the modeler does not want to use one of the predefined

distribution types, the user-defined distribution function must be completely specified within

thedouble* SampleDistribution() method such that the method correctly returns a

sample from the distribution. Lastly, every action has aNameattribute that uniquely identifies

it within the model.

Table 3.7 BaseActionClass attributes data structures
Attribute Name Description

int GroupID The highest-level group to which the action belongs.
ExecutionPolicyType
ExecutionPolicy

The type of race-based execution policy that should be
applied to the action.

char* ActionName The name of the action.
Distribution
DistributionType

The type of distribution function used for the action’s fir-
ing time distribution.

Solver-specific data structures. There are a number of data structures defined onBase-

ActionClass used only by solvers (see Table 3.9). Having these data structures defined on

abstract functional interface base classes simplifies the implementation of solvers without inter-

fering with action functions. The first data structure that falls into this category is theAffects

data member. This data member is the head of a linked list created by a solver that contains

information about which actions are affected by the action’s firing. One action affects another

action by having aFire method that changes the state of the second action’s enabling state

variables. A solver can create a list of actions affected by one action’s firing by usingBase-

ActionClass ’s data structuresEnablingStateVariables andAffectedState-

Variables . The data structureEventPointer can be used by simulation-based solvers
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Table 3.8 Supported distribution functions inUserDistributions class
Distribution Name Parameters

Exponential Rate
Deterministic Value
Geometric p
Weibull �, �
Normal �, �2

Lognormal �, �2

Erlang m,�
Triangular a, b, c
Gamma �, �
Beta �1,�1
Uniform UpperBound, LowerBound
Binomial t, p
NegativeBinomial s, p
HyperExponential rate1, rate2, p

to keep track of events created by an action’s firing. Because different solvers may implement

different event data structures, theEventPointer is maintained as avoid pointer. This

allows a simulator to cast theEventPointer to whatever event data structure it uses. Lastly,

BaseActionClass maintains a pointer to the atomic model to which it belongs.

Table 3.9 BaseActionClass data structures used by simulators
Data Structure Description

ActionAffectsElement* Affects The head of a linked list of other actions
that are affected by this action’s firing.
The solver creates this linked list.

void* EventPointer A pointer to an action’s associated event
on a simulator future event list.

void* TheModel A pointer to the atomic model that con-
tains the action.

BaseActionClass state data structures. Another set of data structures onBaseAct-

ionClass stores action state for the associated action (see Table 3.10). The enabling status

of an action in a previous state is stored in theDisabled data structure. This data structure
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is used by groups when they choose their representative members. In the case of variable pres-

election, the enabling status of all the group members at selection time must be recorded such

that new representative members can be chosen in future states. A variable preselection group

can then compare the value of each member’sEnabled() function against theDisabled

value saved in the action state. If the enabling status has changed for any of the group members,

the variable preselection group knows that it must reselect a new representative action.

Another data member inBaseActionClass , a value calledReactivation , saves the

value of the reactivation predicate that was evaluated when the action became enabled. This

part of action state must be saved so that future states can correctly determine when an action

should be restarted.

The last portion of action state stored as a data member inBaseActionClass is Frac-

tionComplete . FractionComplete is stored as adouble value and should always

have a value in the range [0,1).FractionComplete represents the amount of work done

by the action in all previous states since its last firing. This value is used by solvers to scale the

amount of time the action is enabled before it fires in future enabling states.

Table 3.10 Action state data structures
Data Structure Description

bool Disabled This Boolean flag is set when the enabling status
of an action in a group is being evaluated

bool Reactivation The value of the reactivation predicate at en-
abling time

double FractionComplete The fraction of work done before the action last
became disabled

Performance variable related data structures. BaseActionClass also contains several

different data structures that are used to implement performance reward variables efficiently.

Performance variables define a set of “workers” on an action. Aworker is an object that

updates a specific reward variable in response to the firing of a specific action. It is thus the

responsibility of the performance variable model to define these workers according to which

state variables and actions are used to define the reward. Because these data structures are
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specific to particular types of reward models, they should not be regarded as parts of the abstract

functional interface. A formalism implementor does not need to do anything special with these

data structures, since they are managed entirely by the performance variable reward model. For

completeness, all of the performance-variable-specific data members are listed in Table 3.11.

3.3 BaseGroupClass

The C++ classBaseGroupClass implements the group functions highlighted in Sec-

tion 2.4.3. BaseGroupClass implements a default implementation of the methods where

it is applicable, but most methods are declared as virtual functions to allow formalism imple-

mentors to create new group implementations (see Table 3.12 for a complete listing of group

functions).BaseGroupClass is derived fromBaseActionClass and thus has many of

the same methods asBaseActionClass . The implementation of theseBaseAction-

Class methods is defined by the specific type of group involved.

BaseGroupClass provides two methods for constructing the group member list:ap-

pendGroup andappendMembers . TheappendGroup method makes the group passed

into the method a member of the group on which the method is called. TheappendMembers

method adds the members of the group passed into the method to the object on whichap-

pendMembers is called.BaseGroupClass maintains its membership list in two protected

data members:GroupMembers andActionMembers . Both of these data members are of

typeList and hold pointers to their respective base class types (eitherBaseActionClass

or BaseGroupClass ).

The real functionality of a group is embedded in the methods that select a representative ac-

tion from the group members. TheSelectAction method performs the actual selection of a

group member. The default implementation forSelectAction in BaseGroupClass uses

members’ rank and weight values to determine the selected action. This selection algorithm

is outlined in Figure 3.8. The selection algorithm starts out by creating a discrete probability

distribution function based upon the all of the group members in the highest-ranked group. The

protected methodCalculateWeightDistribution generates this distribution function
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Table 3.11 Performance variable action data structures
Data Structure Description

ActionAffectsElement* Affects Linked list of state variables affected by the
firing of action

int* PVAffects The list of performance variables whose re-
ward functions are affected by the action

int NumPVImpulseAffects The length of thePVImpulseAffects
array

int* PVImpulseAffects A list of performance variables whose im-
pluses are affected by this action

int** PVImpulseAffectsImpulses The list of impulses on the affected perfor-
mance variables

int***
PVImpulseAffectsImpulseWorkers

The list of workers defined on the impulse-
affecting impulses (fromPVImpulseAf-
fectsImpulses )

int*
NumPVImpulseAffectsImpulses

The number of the impulse workers array in
PVImpulseAffectsImpulse

int** NumPVImpulseAffectsIm-
pulseWorkers

The length of the impulse workers array in
PVImpulseAffectsImpulseWorkers

int* NumPVWorkers The number ofPVWorkers defined on each
performance variable

int **PVWorkerList An array ofPVWorker arrays. A set ofPV-
Workers is defined upon each performance
variable.

int TotalNumCollected The total number of performance variables
collected to date

int TotalNumAffects The length of theTotalNumAffects-
List

int* TotalPVAffects A complete list of performance variables af-
fected by this action

int NumAffects The length of thePVAffectsList
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Table 3.12 Methods defined onBaseGroupClass
Method Name Description

void
appendGroup(BaseGroupClass*)

This method adds the specified group to
the list of member groups

void
appendMembers(BaseGroupClass*)

This method adds the specified group’s
members to this group

void SelectAction() This method performs the selection algo-
rithm on the group and defines which of
the group’s actions is selected

double
CalculateWeightDistribution()

This method is used to calculate the prob-
ability of selecting each member action in
the current state

double
Probability(BaseActionClass*)

This method returns the probability of se-
lecting the specified member action from
among the set of enabled member actions
in the current state

bool
IsAMember(BaseActionClass*)

This method checks to see whether the
specified action is a member of the action
group

int getNumMembers() This method returns the number of group
members

int getNumGroupMembers() This method returns the number of group
members that are groups

int getNumActionsMembers() This method returns the number of group
members that are actions

BaseActionClass*
getSelectedAction()

This method returns the action selected
by the group

BaseGroupClass*
getGroupMember(int)

This method returns theith member that
is a group

BaseActionClass*
getActionMember(int)

This method returns theith member that
is an action.

void printGroup() This method hierarchtically prints out a
group’s membership
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by creating a linked list, in which each element represents a discontinuity in the distribution

function. The algorithm for building the distribution function is outlined in Figure 3.9.

The last method that deals with member selection is theProbability method. This

method is necessary for many analytical/numerical solvers, because it returns the probability

of a certain action firing in the current state. If a group uses the default selection algorithm,

then the probability of selecting a member is the ratio of the member’s weight value and the

sum all enabled highest-ranked members. Many times a group member may itself be a group.

In such cases theProbability method is called recursively. The final probability of select-

ing an action is the probability of selecting each group to which the action belongs times the

probability of selecting the action from the “lowest-level” group.

3.4 BaseModelClass

BaseModelClass defines the abstract functional interface for all models in M¨obius.

One of the main functions of a model in M¨obius is to provide solvers and other models with

access to M¨obius entities within a model (e.g., state variables, actions, groups, other models).

A summary of these methods is provided in Table 3.13. Methods that provide structural infor-

mation about the model are often used by both models and solvers. This structural information

is usually contained in a set of base class objects returned by the methods. These base class

objects form the basis for many inter-model operations (like model composition and connec-

tion) and solution methods. For instance, solvers only need to deal with actions and groups,

because solvers are only concerned with firing successive sets of actions to change the model

state. Composed models that use a notion of equivalence sharing do not need to know anything

about submodels other than what state variables they contain.

We can divide the methods defined onBaseModelClass into three categories: the list

methods, the state methods, and the composed model methods.

List methods. The list methods we defined onBaseModelClass return a set of base class

objects (BaseModelClass , BaseGroupClass , BaseActionClass , orBaseState-
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generate distribution function as a linked list
generate random number
weight value = head of linked list
while random number< weight value

weight value = next value in linked list
end while
SelectedMember = member corresponding to current linked list element
if selected member is a group

SelectedAction = SelectedMember.SelectAction()
else

SelectedAction = SelectedMember

Figure 3.8 Algorithm for selecting a group member

higest ranked member = -1;

while there are still unchecked members
if Member is Enabled

if Member.Rank == highest ranked member AND Member.Enabled()
next element in linked list = last element + Member.Weight()

else if Member.Rank()> highest ranked member AND Member.Enabled()
highest ranked member = Member.Rank()
reset linked list to head
make first linked list element = Member.Weight()

else
get next member

end while

if highest ranked member == -1
SelectedAction == NULL

else
divide each element in linked list by value of last element

Figure 3.9 Algorithm for calculation of member distribution function
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Table 3.13 Methods defined onBaseModelClass
Method Name Description

void listModels(char*, List
<BaseModelClass>*)

The function returns a list of references to all
the other models with the specified name defined
within a model, including itself

void listActions(List
<BaseActionClass>*)

This returns a reference to all of the actions con-
tained in a model

hline void listActions(char*,
List <BaseActionClass>*

This method returns all the actions contained in
the model with the specified name

void listGroups(List
<BaseGroupClass>*)

This returns a reference to all of the action
groups contained in a model

int getNumActions() This returns the number of actions in a model
int getNumGroups() This method returns the number of groups con-

tained in the model
int StateSize() This function returns the size of the memory

needed to save the model’s current state
bool CompareState(void*,
void*)

This function compares two model state repre-
sentations and determines whether the two rep-
resentations are the same model state

void listSVs(char*, char*,
List
<BaseStateVariableClass>*,
List <BaseModelClass>*)

This method returns a list of references to state
variables that have a specific name in a specific
model (as specified by the caller)

int CountAffectedVars(char*,
char*)

This method returns the number of state vari-
ables with a specific name and in a specific
model

void CurrentState(void*,
void*)

This method writes the model’s current state to
a specified memory location

BaseStateVariableClass*
getMainSharedVariable(
BaseStateVariableClass*)

This method hierarchically determines the
highest-level state variable that the state variable
has been shared with through the composer tree

void printState() This method prints the state of the model to std-
out. It is used for debugging purposes

SharedStateVarLink*
getListOfSharedVariables(
BaseStateVariableClass*)

This method is used to hierarchically build
groups of equivalent state variables shared at
each level in the composer tree

updateAffectsList(
BaseStateVariableClass*,
BaseStateVariableClass*)

This method changes the data structures of all
actions in the model such that the actions use a
new location for a specified state variable

void SetState(void*) This method sets the state of the model
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VariableClass ) to the other models or solvers. All of these methods make use of a tem-

plate class calledList (see Section 3.5.1 for implementation details), which provides simple

methods to append and retrieve members. We implemented the list methods such that a pointer

to aList object is passed into the list method. The method then uses the pointer to “fill up”

the list with the appropriate abstract functional interface entities. Since solvable models are

always made up of several smaller models, list method implementations often require calling

the same method on lower-level models. TheList pointer is thus passed down to the lower-

level models, which continue to fill theList object with the appropriate abstract functional

interface entities. This paradigm of creating a single object that is passed down to lower-level

models is much more effective than having each model dynamically create its own list.

Some list methods are “global” in the sense that they return all the entities contained in a

model of a certain type. These global list methods are implemented by the methodslistAc-

tions(List<BaseActionClass>*) , listSVs(List<BaseGroupClass>*) , and

listGroups(List<BaseGroupClass>*) . Another category of list methods is that of

filters that return a subset of abstract functional interface entities. These are usually name

filters that return the set of entities with some specified name. Because each model has a sep-

arate name space, it is possible to have an executable model that contains many lower-level

models with identically named entities. This type of information is valuable for specifying

reward structures. TheBaseModelClass list methods that use a name filter arelistMod-

els(char*, List<BaseModelClass>*) , listActions(char*, List<Base-

ActionClass>*) , andlistSVs(char*, char*, List<BaseStateVariable-

Class>*, List<BaseModelClass>*) . The last of these three methods returns a subset

of state variables that have the specified name. Both that state variable name and the model

name are given as input parameters. ThelistSVs method returns pointers to the state vari-

ables that meet these criteria and pointers to the models in which each of these state variables

exists. Thus, the state variable list and the model list should contain the same number of

elements. The list indices are correlated such that theith element in the state variable list

corresponds to theith item of the model list (wherei is a valid index into the list).
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The state methods. BaseModelClass also defines a set of methods that deal with the

model’s state variable state. We intentionally implemented these methods as abstractly as pos-

sible, usingvoid pointers as parameters. By doing so, we avoided making requirements

about the format of state being passed in and out of theseBaseModelClass methods. It

is understood that formalism implementations ofBaseModelClass will know the format

of the model state and cast model state accordingly. Thus, M¨obius components that ma-

nipulate state variable state (namely the solvers) deal with pieces of memory. The methods

that fall into this category includeSetState(void*) , CurrentState(void*) , and

CompareState(void*, void*) . TheSetState method sets the values of a model’s

state variables using the memory located at the specified address.CurrentState performs

the inverse action, by writing the model’s state variable state to the specified location in mem-

ory.

Lastly, theCompareState method is used to compare two model states located in mem-

ory. It is not correct to say that two model states are not equivalent if the values in memory

are different. In order to compare state, onemustuse theCompareState method defined on

BaseModelClass . One reason is that a formalism may use a very simplistic way of storing

state, but have a sophisticated implementation ofCompareState that detects symmetries in

the state space and creates sharing sets of state variable state. There is one other method that

deals with state variable state in a modelStateSize() , which returns the state size in bytes.

Composed model methods. BaseModelClass also provides two methods that return in-

formation that is necessary for building composed models through a notation of shared state

and another method that is necessary for implementing composed models. Some composed

model formalisms use a notion of shared state to join two models together structurally. For that

type of composed model formalisms, we say that the two state variables joined together are

members of the same sharing set (defined in Section 2.4.1.1). Every sharing set has a single

state variable that is declared the sharing set’s leader (see Section 3.1.3).

The first composed model method defined onBaseModelClass returns a sharing set’s

leader. The methodgetMainSharedVariable(BaseStateVariableClass*) re-
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turns a reference to the sharing set’s leader. Another method defined onBaseModelClass

used in model composition isgetListOfSharedVariables(BaseStateVariable-

Class*) , which returns a pointer to the head of a linked list of all the state variables in the

sharing set. The last method,updateAffectsList(BaseStateVariableClass*,

BaseStateVariableClass*) , is used to update action data structures. Actions contain

data structures with state variable pointers. It is important that some of these state variable

pointers point to the leader of the state variable’s sharing set. TheupdateAffectsList

method changes these data structures by replacing all instances of the shared state variable

pointer with the location of the state variable’s sharing set leader.

3.4.0.1 Model data structures

Every model has a set of public variables that define base model attributes. Most of these

data structures summarize the quantities of each of the different abstract functional interface

entities in the model. A complete listing in given in Table 3.14.

Table 3.14 Data structures defined onBaseModelClass
Data Structure Description

int NumStateVariables The number of state variables in the model
int NumSharedStateVariables The number of state variables that are shared

through equivalence sharing
int NumActions The number of actions in the model
int NumGroups The number of groups in the model
int NumPVs The number of performance variables in the

model
char* Name The name of the model
BaseGroupClass** GroupList The list of all groups in the model

3.5 Additional Data Structures

Implementing the abstract functional interface is aided by additional classes that help com-

municate specific types of information that cannot be encapsulated in one of the four main
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base classes. In order to provide a complete description of the abstract functional interface

implementation, a description of these additional classes is provided here.

3.5.1 List

Many methods in the abstract functional interface require a set of M¨obius entities as in-

put parameters or as a return type. Many of these methods require that these sets be created

dynamically. In order to minimize the amount of code involved in the process of allocating

and deallocating memory, the abstract functional interface uses a paradigm in which functions

that require a set of entities as a return type pass an empty “container” to the function. The

function then fills up the container with the required entities. This paradigm involves remov-

ing dynamic memory allocations, as well as locally declared variables used as return values,

from method implementations. In the case of recursive method implementation, this container

object is passed down to lower-level method calls. This also happens in functions defined on

higher-level models that call the the function with the same name on contained submodels;

each contained model adds its information to this common object.

Because container classes are required for all M¨obius entities and differ only in the types of

objects stored in them, we decided to implement the container class as a template class called

List . The List class manages a protected data member, which is an array of pointers to

Möbius entities. Each container class implements a method to append a single M¨obius entity,

an array of entities, or another instance of the sameList class (see Table 3.15). Appending

another instance of the class implies that all the entities in the other instance will be appended

to the local list. The default implementation does not allow the same entity to appear on the

list more than once. An example use of theList class is theAffectingActions object

defined onBaseStateVariableClass .

Dynamic memory allocations are handled efficiently by having theList class allocate a

large piece of memory at construction time. This reduces the probability of having to allocate

more space for the list in the future due to an excessive number of entities being appended to

the list.
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Table 3.15 Methods defined onList<class C> template class
Method Name Description

const int
getNumItems()

Returns the size of the list

const C** getList() Returns a copy of the list
void append(List*) Appends another list’s elements (removing

duplicates)
void append(C* ) Appends an item to the list
void append(C**, int) Appends an array of items to the list
C* getItem(int) Returns theith element from the list
void replaceItem(C*,
C*)

Replaces the instance of one item with another one

bool contains(C*) Determines whether or not an item is contained
within the list

void clearList() Removes all the items from the list
void printList() Prints the members of the list

3.5.2 UserDistributions

UserDistributions is a utility class provided by the M¨obius discrete event simu-

lator base classes.UserDistributions objects provide a set of probability distribution

functions and a random number stream. All M¨obius models are created with a singleUser-

Distributions object (irrespective of what solution method is used to solve the model).

There are several places in the base classes where a random number stream is necessary. For

instance, the default implementation ofSelectAction for groups uses a random number to

select which one of its members will fire in an enabling state in which there are two or more

members in the highest-ranked group. All actions have access to theUserDistributions

object (TheDistribution ), since it is declared to be anextern data member inBase-

ActionClass . TheUserDistributions class is important to actions because it greatly

facilitates the implementation of theSampleDistribution method. Most actions imple-

ment theSampleDistribution method by calling one of the standard distribution func-

tions defined byUserDistributions ’s parent class,Distribution , with the required

distribution parameters. This method take a number from the random number stream and pro-

vide a sample point from the specific distribution.
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Because it would have been unrealistic to try to implement every distribution function in

theDistribution class, we defined theUserDistributions class with the idea that

users may want to implement specific distribution functions that are not already parts of the

Distribution class. Adding new methods to theUserDistributions class would not

impact the functionality of any old code, nor would it disturb the base class implementation of

theDistribution class.

3.6 Additional Functions

In order to make implementation of theSetState andCurrentState easier, the ab-

stract functional interface includes some utility methods for reading and writing data across

word boundaries. The ability to read and write across word boundaries is an important feature

that allows an implementation to minimize the amount of memory needed to store model state.

These methods are implemented as template functions so that they can be used with any C data

type. For completeness, these methods are specified in Table 3.16.

Table 3.16 A list of template functions for reading and writing across word boundaries
Method Name Description

void readMemory<C>(void*
Source, C* Destination)

This method reads a variable of type C
and writes its value to the specified mem-
ory location

void readArray<C>(C* Source,
void* Destination, int Size)

This method reads an array of type C and
copies its value to the destination address

void writeMemory<C>(C Value,
void* Location)

This method writes the value starting
from the specified memory address

void writeArray<C>(C* Value,
void Location, int Size)

This method writes an array of values to
the specified memory location
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CHAPTER 4

REALIZATION OF AN ATOMIC
MODEL FORMALISM THROUGH THE

ABSTRACT FUNCTIONAL
INTERFACE

This chapter examines how a specific atomic model formalism, namely stochastic activity

networks (SANs) [28, 29, 30, 9], has been implemented using the M¨obius abstract functional

interface. Specifically, we will see how high-level SAN primitives can be expressed using the

C++ base class implementation of the abstract functional interface.

4.1 Introduction to Stochastic Activity Networks Theory

SANs are an extension to Petri nets [31] that allow a modeler to build dependability and

performance models. SANs are used to define a random process that describes the behavior

of a system. Four SAN primitives are used to specify a model in the SAN formalism. Each

of these primitives has a graphical representation, which is useful for specifying a model in a

concise and intuitive manner. The four SAN primitives are places, activities, input gates, and

output gates.

Eachplaceholds a portion of the model state as a natural number. The value of a place is

called the place’smarking. The model state is the ordered set of the place markings.

Activitiesare SAN primitives that represent actions that take some specified amount of time

to complete. Activities come in two varieties:timedandinstantaneous. Instantaneous activities

take no time to complete, whereas the time to completion for timed activities is expressed as
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a random variable. This random variable may be a function of the model state. Activities can

also be specified withcases, which represent possible outcomes of an activity’s completion.

Each case is assigned a probability, which can be a function of the model state. Upon activity

completion, an activity case is selected based upon the case probabilities and the associated

case-specific state change is performed.

Timed activities also haveactivation predicatesandreactivation predicates. A reactivated

activity aborts immediately, and its time-to-completion is governed by a new random variable

that is a function of the current state. An activity reactivates if the activation predicate was true

when the activity was “activated,” the reactivation function is true in a new model state, and

the activity remained enabled from the time it is activated to the time the reactivation predicate

becomes true. An activity isactivatedif the actitivity becomes enabled or the activity fires and

remains enabled in the new state.

SAN input gatesspecify additional enabling conditions for activities. Input gates contain

two parts: an “input gate predicate” and an “input gate function.” If an input gate is associated

with an activity, then the activity is only enabled if all of its associated input gate predicates

are true.Input gate predicatesare Boolean expressions that can be functions of model state.

The input gate functionspecifies a change of model state that is executed when its associated

activity completes.

Output gatesare SAN primitives used to specify additional state functions associated with

an activity’s completion. These state functions are specified in theoutput gate function. Output

gates can also be associated with individual activity cases.

Places and activities may be connected through directed arcs. An arc going from a place to

an activity represents an implicit enabling condition. This implicit enabling condition requires

that the marking of the attached place be greater than one. A directed arc from an activity

(or activity case) to a place specifies an implicit state change upon activity completion. This

implicit state change results in increasing the marking of the place by one [32].
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4.2 Stochastic Activity Networks Implementation

In order to implement stochastic activity networks in M¨obius, we first need to further refine

the definition of SANs to make them easy to implement. We will look at each SAN primitive

in greater detail and specify additional rules for implemenation.

Our implementation of SAN places will represent their markings as signedshort vari-

ables. This means that the set of valid place markings is limited by the range of ashort type

C variable on the machine used to solve the SAN model. The value of the SAN place can be

accessed through the place’s marking function. The syntax of this marking function depends

upon the modeling tool.

The SAN activity implementation makes use of standard distribution functions as well as

the C programming language. For timed activities, the activity’s firing time distribution is spec-

ified in terms of a probability distribution function whose parameters can be a function of the

model state. Thus, in every model state, the activity’s firing time distribution parameters are

evaluated, returning a random variable used to describe the activity’s firing time characteris-

tics. Distribution parameters, case probabilities, activation predicates, and reactivation predi-

cates are all specified using C syntax. Distribution parameters and case probabilities should be

specified such thatdouble type values are returned, whereas the activation and reactivation

predicates should return Boolean values.

Input gate predicates and functions are also specified using C syntax. The predicate is a

function of the model state and must result in a Boolean value. The input gate predicate is a C

function that specifies a change in the model state. The input gate predicate changes the model

state by changing the values of place markings using the Mark function.

Like input gates, SAN output gates also allow sophisticated state changes by means of C

functions. However, output gates do not have predicates, and will always execute as a result of

the completion of associated activities (or activity cases).
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4.3 Realization of SANs Through the Abstract Functional

Interface

In order to construct SAN models in the M¨obius tool, we first defined a set of formalism

base classes that implement the abstract functional interface for stochastic activity networks.

By implementing SANs using the abstract functional interface, we hope to show that complex

models can be specified and solved using a generic functional interface. The following sections

describe how each SAN primitive has been incorporated in our M¨obius implementation of

SANs.

4.3.1 Places as state variables

Implementing SAN state variables in the M¨obius framework was rather easy, since each

SAN only has one state variable type: places. The implementation is further simplified by the

fact that each place only has a single method to access and change state:Mark() . Using the

terminology defined in Section 2.4.1, we can say that theMark function is a place’s primary

value function, and that a place’s type is thereforeshort . Furthermore, we would like to im-

plement places in such a way as to allow places to be shared through equivalence relationships

with other state variables of typeshort .

Taking all these concerns into account, we derived a classPlace from the sharable state

variable classSharableSV . By doing so, we immediately inherited all the equivalence shar-

ing capability encapsulated in the base classes as well as in the default implementation of

SetState andCurrentState . The only additional method needed to implement SAN

places as M¨obius sharable state variables is theMark method. Historically, SANs have been

specified using the syntaxMARK(A) to refer to the marking of a place namedA [33]. How-

ever, in the Möbius implementation of SAN places, we must use a method defined on the Place

class to access the state value. This requires a syntax that is slightly different from the one

used inUltraSAN[32]. The new syntax used to reference the marking of a place calledA in a

SAN model isA->Mark() . We implemented theMark method in such a way as to return a
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lvalue. By returning a lvalue the modeler is allowed to manipulate the place marking directly.

Table 4.1 contains examples of valid SAN syntax as originally described in [32, 9] and how the

equivalent statements implemented in M¨obius .

Table 4.1 Syntax differences betweenUltraSANand Möbius
UltraSAN Möbius

MARK(A) A->Mark() or A->getMark()
MARK(A)++ A->Mark()++
MARK(A) = 4 A->Mark() = 4 or A->setMark(4)

In addition to theMark function we implemented two other functions:setMark and

getMark . These two methods offer another way of interacting with a place’s marking. The

setMark method takes a singleshort parameter and sets the marking of the SAN place

to that value. Conversely, thegetMark method returns the value of the SAN place as a

short type return value. UsingsetMark andgetMark may result in code that is easier to

understand.

The main motivation for allowing access to a state variable’s state only through method

interfaces is that it allows us to build functionally sharable state variables. For instance, if we

were to define the value of a SAN place to be a function of another state variable, we would

implement the functionally shared Place as a derived class that redefines the Mark method.

Using this methodology, we do not have to make any changes to the SAN syntax to get the

value of a functionally shared state variable. If a state variable’s state was a public data member,

the syntax used to access the state value of a functionally shared state variable would need to

be changed to be compilable.

4.3.2 Activities as actions

Activities are the only actions allowed in SANs. TheActivity class is derived from

BaseGroupClass , since stochastic activity networks do not support action groups as they

are specified in the M¨obius framework; thus, each timed activity without a case is always in a
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group by itself. TheActivity class does not define any of the action’s abstract functional

interface, since the activity function definitions are specific to individual activities. Thus the

Activity class is itself an abstract class. Each SAN model creates a new class derived from

Activity for each of the activities in a SAN model. These specific activity implementations

are defined within the scope of the SAN model to remove the prospect of a name conflict

caused by a similarly named activity in another atomic model. If these classes were defined

outside the scope of the SAN model, then there would be two definitions of the same named

class.

The definition of most action methods for SAN activities can be taken directly from the

activity specification. Table 4.2 shows which parts of an activity specification are used to define

specific action methods. The realization of some particular action methods require structural

information about the SAN (which places are connected to each activity).

Table 4.2 SAN sources for action method realizations
SAN Formalism Möbius Methods

Activity activation predicate ReactivationPredicate
Activity reactivation predicate ReactivationFunction
Input gate predicates, Input places Enabled
Activity distribution function, Distribution
parameters

SampleDistribution , ReturnDis-
tributionParameters

Activity case probability functions Weight
Input gate functions, output gate functions,
attached places

Fire

A modeler defines some activity functions, such asReactivationPredicate , Re-

activationFunction , DistributionParameters , andSampleDistribution ,

via a graphical user interface. There is a direct mapping between the concept of activa-

tion predicate in SANs and theReactivationPredicate method defined on M¨obius

actions. Therefore the definition of SAN activation predicates defines an activity’sReact-

ivationPredicate implementation as a M¨obius action. Similarly, there is a direct map-

ping from SAN reactivation predicate to M¨obius reactivation functions; thus, the reactivation
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\* An example implementation of activity that fires with
an Exponential distribution with rate 10 *\

MySAN::MyActivity::SampleDistribution(){
return TheDistribution->Exponentional(10.0);

}

\* An example implementation of activity that fires with
a Gaussian (Normal) distribution with mean equal to the
current value of a place named A and with
variance equal to 3.4 */

MySAN::MyActivity2::SampleDistribution(){
return TheDistribution->Normal((double)A->Mark(), 3.4);

}

Figure 4.1 Implementations of theSampleDistribution method for SAN activities

predicate specified for an activity definition is used to define theReactivationFunction

on BaseActionClass .

4.3.2.1 ReturnDistributionParameters and SampleDistribution

The definitions of the abstract functional interface methodsReturnDistribution-

Parameters andSampleDistribution come from the definition of the activity’s dis-

tribution function. Each SAN timed activity is specified with a firing time distribution function.

This distribution function can be any one of the supported distribution functions in M¨obius (see

Table 3.8). For each distribution function, a set of distribution function parameters are also

specified by the user. The implementation of theSampleDistribution method for SAN

activities calls a function provided by the simulator library that samples the specified distri-

bution function. (A single random stream that is initialized during model construction is used

in the implementation of all supported distribution functions). The value (of typedouble )

returned by the simulation library function is used as the return value for theSampleDis-

tribution method. Some example implementations are given in Figure 4.1.
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\* This method returns a single parameter --
the rate of the exponential distribution *\

double* MySAN::MyActivity::ReturnDistributionParameters(){
TheDistributionParameters[0] = 10.0;
return TheDistributionParameters;

}

\* This method returns two parameters -- }
the mean and the variances of the normal distribution *\

double* MySAN::MyActivity2::ReturnDistributionParameters(){
TheDistributionParameters[0] = (double) A->Mark();
TheDistributionParameters[1] = 3.4;
return TheDistributionParameters;

}

Figure 4.2 Sample implementation of theReturnDistributionParameters method
for SAN activities

The abstract functional interface methodReturnDistributionParameters returns

the parameters used to define the firing rate distribution function in a given model state. The

SAN activity implementation ofReturnDistributionParameters evalulates the activ-

ity’s distribution parameters for the given state and returns them as an array of typedouble .

Some sample implementations are given in Figure 4.2. These examples assume that there is a

data member calledTheDistributionParameters in theActivity class that is used

to return values. This data structure is dynamically allocated when the activity is constructed

with a length that is equal to the number of parameters needed for the firing time distribution

function.

4.3.2.2 Enabled , Fire , and Weight

The definitions of activities’Enabled , Fire , andWeight methods depend on which

places, input gates, and output gates are attached to the activity.

TheEnabled function is defined as the Boolean expression that combines all the implicit

enabling conditions (each input place must have a marking greater than one) and explicit en-
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\* This method defines a Boolean expression that
determines state in which MyActivity is enabled *\

bool MySAN::MyActivity::Enabled(){
return (A->Mark()>0)&&((B->Mark()>5)&&(C->Mark()<2));

}

\* This method defines a Boolean expression that
determines states in which MyActivity2 is enabled *\

bool MySAN::MyActivity2::Enabled(){
return (A->Mark()>0)&&(B->Mark()>0)&&((C->Mark()>2));

}

Figure 4.3 Sample implementation of theEnabled method for SAN activities

abling conditions (input gate predicates must be true). All of these Boolean conditions are

combined into a single Boolean expression defined in the activity’sEnabled method. Fig-

ure 4.3 shows implementations of this method for the two activites defined in Figure 4.4.

Similarly, theFire function combines the input gate functions, output gate functions, and

implicit state changes into a single function. In accordance with SAN execution policy, tokens

are removed from the enabling places and the input gate functions are executed first. Then

the output gate functions are executed and the implicit token additions take place. Using this

methodology, the part of the SAN model specified within input and output gates is absorbed

into the definition of the activity in the M¨obius model. Examples of how one constructsFire

methods for SAN activities are shown in Figure 4.5.

Because activity methods likeFire andEnabled reference places by name, it is neces-

sary to havePlace pointers defined within each activity class definition. However, it would

be far too wasteful to have aPlace pointer for everyPlace in the model. Every activity

class is defined with only thosePlace pointers used in the definition of the activity. The SAN

model editor (the graphical user interface used to specify SAN Models in M¨obius) structurally

determines what this set ofPlace s is for each activity, and constructs the activity classes ac-

cordingly. The SAN model editor also uses the model specification to determine thePlace s

that should be listed in the activities’EnablingStateVariables andAffectedStat-
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A

B

C

D

E

if(A−>Mark()>0){
   D−>Mark() += 3;
}
else{
   E−>Mark() += 2;
}

Out2 Function

C−>Mark() > 2

MyActivity2

MyActivity

In1

In2

Out1

Out2

In1 Predicate

In1 Function

C−>Mark() = D−>Mark() + 2;

(B−>Mark() > 5) && (C−>Mark() < 2)

B−>Mark() += 2;

Out1 Function
D−>Mark() = B−>Mark() + 2;

In2 Predicate

In2 Function
;

Figure 4.4 Two sample SAN activity definitions
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\* This method combines the state change
specified in the input gates and the
implicit state changes from attached
input and output places */

BaseActionClass* MySAN::MyActivity::Fire(){

// Input Place
A->Mark()--;

// In1 input gate function
B->Mark() += 2;
C->Mark() = DMark->() + 2;

// Output place
E->Mark--;

// Out1 output gate function
D->Mark() = B->Mark() + 2;

// return a reference to the activity that fired
return this;

}

BaseActionClass* MySAN::MyActivity2::Fire(){

// Input places
A->Mark()--
B->Mark()--;

// In2 input gate function
;

// Out2 output gate function
if(A->Mark() > 0)

D->Mark() += 3;
else

E->Mark() += 2;
}

Figure 4.5 Sample implementations of theFire method for SAN activities
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eVariable arrays. The initialization of these data structures is hard-coded into a method

calledLinkVariables defined on theActivity class.

Using thePlace pointers defined in the activity class definition, the activity is free to

change the value of thePlace s by dereferencing thePlace pointers and calling theMark

method. However, this way of accessing state is potentially very slow due to the two pointer

dereferences (one for thePlace and another for theshort pointer). To make state accesses

faster, one can use “shortcut pointers.” Shortcut pointers areshort pointers defined in the

activity that point directly to a place’s marking. If speed is a priority, the SAN model editor

can define the activities in such a way that they always use these shortcut pointers to reference

state. However, to effectively implement all state accesses with shortcut pointers, all input

gates, output gates, case probabilities, and distribution parameters must be parsed to find all

state accesses specified by the user. These shortcut pointers are “registered” with the underlying

SharableSV class which maintains all the sharing information for the place. If a place is

shared with another state variable,SharableSV will change the value of the shortcut pointers

to reflect the new location of the state variable state. That is possible because the addresses of

all shortcut pointers are “registered” with the underlyingSharableSV class.

4.3.3 Multi-case activities as postselection groups

Activities with two or more cases are implemented within the abstract functional interface

using postselection groups. Postselection groups are a natural choice for SAN activities with

cases, since case selection for activities occurs at firing time. To implement activities with

cases, a separate action is created for each activity case. These activities differ only in their

Weight andFire functions (all other functions are the same). The definition of the actions’

Weight function corresponds to the case probability definition provided by the modeler during

model specification. All of these separate actions are then combined into a single postselection

group with a constant rank and weight value of 1. Since all SAN activities are given the

sameRank value (1) this makes the probability of selecting a specific case, given that that

postselection group was selected to fire, is equal to the activities’Weight value.
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4.3.4 SAN models as M̈obius models

Lastly, we needed a class to implement the abstract functional interface defined inBase-

ModelClass for stochastic activity networks. This class,SANModel, implements the pure

virtual methods defined inBaseModelClass . Most of the method implementations are

trivial in nature (e.g., returning a list of all the actions, groups, and state variables), but some

methods are worth mentioning.

TheSetState , CurrentState , andCompareState implementations inSANModel

make use of the fact that SAN model state is always stored as an array ofshort s. ForSet-

State andCurrentState thevoid pointer passed in as a parameter is casted as ashort

pointer, and theSANModel usesmemcpy to copy the values of individual places to or from

memory. CompareState similarly casts the parameters asshort pointers and compares

the markings of each place.

To facilitate implementation of many of theBaseModelClass methods, theSANModel

class maintains a master array of activities and places defined in the model.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
RESEARCH

The culmination of the work presented in this thesis and the work done by other members of

the Möbius group is a modeling tool based upon an extensible abstract functional interface. As

proof, at this date we have already successfully implemented a sophisticated atomic modeling

formalism (stochastic activity networks, see Chapter 4), two composition formalisms (Rep-

Join and graph-based [21]), a reward variable specification language (performance variables)

[34], a discrete-event simulator [22], a Markov process generator [23], and a variety of state-

space-based analytical solution techniques. All of these formalisms and solvers are based upon

the abstract functional interface presented in this thesis. The multiple solvers attest to the fact

that many different solution techniques are possible using only the information provided by the

abstract functional interface.

There are several possible additions to the abstract functional interface that would increase

the versatility of model specification in the M¨obius tool. One such addition would be a clear

definition of how to implement structured and unordered state through the abstract functional

interface base classBaseStateVariableClass . Implementation of both structured and

unordered state variables introduces many possibilities for sharing state among dissimilar,

structured state variables, and consequently increases the possibility of constructing models

expressed in different atomic modeling formalisms. There are also many different issues sur-

rounding the implementation of unordered state variables. For instance, what are the rules for

defining an equivalence or functional sharing relationship on an unordered state variable?

Other areas for future research include the development and implementation of new atomic,

composed, and connection formalisms. Only after several new formalisms have been integrated
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into the tool will we be able to say with confidence that the abstract functional interface truly

provides an extensible framework for building heterogeneous models. In the area of com-

posed model formalisms, there are many different ways of composing models that should be

researched. For instance, the idea of composing models through a notion of shared actions

or events is still very much unexplored. Allowing model compositions in those ways may

facilitate the construction of larger models with many complex interactions between differ-

ent atomic models. Lastly, the M¨obius tool does not currently have an implementation of a

connection model formalism. Some tools today use this technique of passing results to build

heterogeneous models.

All these suggestions for additional research are focused on making the modeling of com-

plex systems a reality. The ability to accurately model complex system wills greatly assist engi-

neers in performance and dependability assessment and validation of critical systems. Much of

current and future technology involves overcoming great technological chanllenges and risks

by designing enornmous systems far too complicated to be understood by a single person. Fine-

grain operational analysis of such systems would be infeasible, time consuming, and expensive.

Higher-level analysis, such as stochastic modeling, can model the behavior of complex systems

and provide important information with a high degree of accurarcy without a complete, device-

level specification. Without increasingly sophisticated modeling tools, increasingly complex

designs will becoming harder to assess for important dependability and performance measures.
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